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3 Years Warranty up to 100,000 miles. The warranty will expire when the vehicle has reached either 3 years or when the mileage limit has been exceeded, whichever occurs fi rst. The warranty includes 
excludes wear and tear and serviceable items, and the vehicle has to be serviced in accordance with the manufacturer’s servicing schedule. Terms and conditions apply. Available at participating Retailers 
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Whatever your trade demands, no job is too big for the Vauxhall Movano. 
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WINNER

Best Van Chassis Derivative

Vauxhall’s standard Customer Care Commitment of a one-year unlimited mileage manufacturer’s warranty and a second and third year manufacturer’s warranty with 100,000 mile limitation. The warranty 
only. Warranty only available on vehicles sourced from General Motors UK Limited. Full details available from your Vauxhall Commercial Retailer. Correct at date of going to press.

For more information call 0345 740 0777 

or visit www.vauxhall.co.uk/vans
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Stephen Briers, 
editor-in-chief,  
Commercial Fleet

I’m delighted 
to announce 
that we are 
launching a 
new event for 
van and truck 

fleet operators called the 
Van and Truck Show.

The event will be held 
on September 20-21 at  
Millbrook Proving Ground 
in Bedfordshire and has 
exhibitors, seminars, 
demonstrations and 
driving opportunities for 
LCVs and trucks.

It is a development of 
our existing Commercial 

Fleet Summit, taking its 
template and adding new 
elements that our  
discussions with fleets 
suggest will help them  
to understand market 
trends, best practice  
and the latest models  
on the market.

That’s why we will have 
an assortment of vehicles 
available for you to test-
drive on the various 
circuits at Millbrook or, if 
you prefer, to simply poke 
about in, check sizes for 
racking and interior 
fitments, assess seating 
positions and comfort, 
and to ask questions of 
the truck and van  
manufacturers present.

Step inside the concept 
centre to visit exhibitors 
and attend seminars and 
workshops designed to 
provide advice on saving 
money, improving safety 
and running a more  
efficient fleet operation.

Put it in your diary, and 
we’ll see you at Millbrook 
on September 20-21.

Welcome
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*then £19.50 + VAT per month. InfoPlus package for a 12-month contract.

FREE for 
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Quartix would like to thank all members 

of their team for their hard work, 

dedication and loyalty.
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Real-Time  
Vehicle Tracking

• 12 month contract  

• FREE installation  

• On-site warranty  

• Exceptional service    

• Driving-style monitoring

* Then £22.90 per month after the first three months.
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*
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•  12-month contract

•  FREE installation

•  On-site warranty

•   Other contract options 
also available

Steve is on the M4 from 
Reading right now.  
At this rate, he’ll reach the 
Swindon depot by 4pm.

With GPS-based vehicle tracking from Quartix, you 

can know everything you need to know about your fleet’s 

activity in real time.

The system’s extensive reporting can help you reduce 

your fuel expenses and emissions, as well as save 

time on everyday operations.
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www.quartix.net

Download from

Windows Phone Store
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The gift of vehicle tracking.

Download from

Windows Phone Store

Quartix makes vehicle tracking easy. With the online system and new mobile 

apps, you can get quick and permanent access to all the data related to your fleet’s 

activity. The system’s extensive reporting can help reduce your fuel expenses 

and outgoing emissions, as well as save time on everyday operations. Opting 

for a flexible and transparent approach, we offer direct rental on both short and 

long term contracts, from £13.40 plus VAT per month, as well as purchase options. 

Contact our team today for more information, an online demo, or a custom quote.
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• NO termination charge* 
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• Exceptional service
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behaviour monitoring
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Quartix

Award-Winning Vehicle Tracking

• Free Installation

• On-Site Warranty

• Exceptional Service

Contact us today for this limited-time anniversary offer!

15 years on, we’re still committed to

quality, service and innovation.

0870 013 6663

enquiries@quartix.net  

www.quartix.net

The gift of vehicle tracking.

Download from

Windows Phone Store

Quartix makes vehicle tracking easy. With the online system and mobile apps, 

you can get quick and permanent access to all the data related to your fleet’s 

activity. The system’s extensive reporting can help reduce your fuel expenses 

and outgoing emissions, as well as save time on everyday operations. Opting 

for a flexible and transparent approach, we offer direct rental on both short and 

long term contracts, from £16.40 plus VAT per month, as well as purchase options. 

Contact our team today for more information, an online demo, or a custom quote.

0870 013 6663

enquiries@quartix.net  

www.quartix.net

It’s a no-brainer.

Download from

Windows Phone Store

Run a cheaper, safer and greener fleet with Quartix 

vehicle tracking. From £19.50 per vehicle per month on 

a 12-month contract. Install and warranty are free. 

Call our friendly team today for more information, 

an online demo, or a custom quote.
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By Tim Campbell

he Driver Certificate of Professional Competence 
(CPC) has its critics. 

John Luty, fleet management and vehicle engi-
neering manager at North Lincolnshire Council, 
told Commercial Fleet last year that, while he 
believed in the concept, the delivery of CPC was 
“flawed”. In fact, he felt it was pushing drivers 

away from the industry.
“It’s an attendance at a training course; the candidates don’t 

have to participate,” he said. “There is no test at the end – they 
can literally turn up and read a newspaper all day.”

Due to the cost to the individual and the company, this 
wasn’t good enough, he said.

A growing number of commercial fleet operators have 
opted to launch their own Driver CPC courses. So how do 
fleets ensure that CPC is not a box-ticking exercise?

Keith Gray, general training manager at the Freight Trans-
port Association (FTA), believes fleets need to consider the 
‘three Rs’: relevancy, reinforcement and regularity.

“The companies that do it well start by looking at what they 
want to achieve and the issues they want to address. They 
model the training to their own policies and procedures to 
make it relevant to what the driver does as a job. For 
example, if they do domestic hours, don’t do two hours on 
EU rules,” Gray says.

He believes that engagement starts when the driver is told 
they are on the course. Reinforcement means involvement 
of the transport manager, the quality of the facilities and 
refreshments and the state of the training rooms. 

“It’s all part of the experience,” he adds.
Finally, the training should be regular. Drivers need to 

complete 35 hours of CPC training every five years. However, 
one unintended consequence of this rule is the fact that many 
leave it to the last 12-18 months.

Driver CPC was introduced in 2009 (2008 for PCV drivers)  
and over the initial five-year period “you’d expect the uptake 
to be constant at around 20% per annum”, according to Gray.

However, figures from the Department for Transport show 
that 40% of uploaded hours took place in the five 18 months.

This sounds like many companies are getting over a hump 
rather than treating CPC as professional development,” Gray 
says. “We recommend drivers doing a day a year. Legislation 
is constantly changing so this becomes an opportunity to 

 News insight: Driver certification

T
brief them every year – that’s professional development.”

A poll by haulage recruitment company ADR in late 2013 
found that, of 1,000 drivers asked, only 37% had started their 
training, let alone completed it.

Andrew Waldon, managing director at ADR, says one 
reason for the slow uptake was that many older drivers were 
planning to leave the industry by the deadline rather than 
complete the Driver CPC. 

A report at the same time by Skills for Logistics revealed 
a shortfall of 1.7 million driver training hours. The average 
driver had completed an average of only two days of training.

Low uptake was only part of the issue. Arguably of most 
concern was the quality and availability of the courses, with 
a plethora of providers setting up shop to cater for the 
millions of hours necessary over the five-year period.

Quality suffered while, because of the tight timescale, it 
was a case of just getting drivers through the 35 hours. 

“Lots of training providers rushed into the industry to 
exploit that opportuity from mandatory training,” Gray says. 
“But some of those courses were created on the back of the 
syllabus and provided information – but information is not 
knowledge.”

The driver CPC evolves
CPC training has evolved in recent years, although there are 
still issues, as outlined by Luty. 

It’s important for operators to ensure the training their 
employees undertake is fit for purposes and addresses the 
needs of younger drivers. It is also vital that CPC is more 
than simply a box-ticking exercise – drivers have to get 
engaged in the process to fully benefit. 

“Operators have drivers that have gone through the initial 
training phase so are looking for the next batch of courses 
to take the knowledge to the next level, with many looking 
at specific courses that will add to the company’s overall 
operational benefit,” says Gray.

As well as organisations such as the FTA and the Road 
Haulage Association (RHA), truck manufacturers have also 
entering the fray, offering a full range of courses either 
through their own facilities or their dealer networks. 

Those courses often focus on better driving style with a 
particular emphasis on improving fuel economy, which can 
help save fleets money.

Quality of the training also appears to be on the rise as the 
qualification evolves. 

37%  
Proportion of polled drivers 
who started training in 2013

1.7m  
Driver training  
hours shortfall

40%  
Proportion of necessary hours 

completed in first five years

Driver engagement vital to prevent CPC  
from becoming a ‘box-ticking exercise’
Relevancy, reinforcement and regularity of training are key considerations, according to FTA

“You would expect the uptake 
over five years to be constant 
at around 20% per annum”
Keith Gray, FTA

The driver CPC was initially 
introduced in September 2008

Drivers are expected to  
undertake 35 hours of training 
every five years
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Ross Moloney, CEO of Skills for Logistics says: “We know 
there are many training providers who would like to compete 
on quality, not just price, and that there are employers and 
individuals who want more visibility about the standard of 
training in the sector.’’

According to Gray, fleets are now starting to consider 
return on investment and using Driver CPC to achieve key 
objectives, such as reducing accident rates, improving defect 
reporting and safety inspections, and addressing drivers’ 
hours infringements.

He adds: “Drivers are also becoming more receptive to  
the training. They realise that it is here to stay and there is 
value to it.”

Catering for the next generation
The Drivers CPC should be an excellent tool to use in 
recruiting new drivers. It delivers a suite of high quality 
professional courses covering a whole range of interactive 
and worthwhile subject areas which showcase the industry  
and its professionalism in the best possible light.

One organisation helping to promote driving as a career is 
Think Logistics. Experts working in logistics visit schools and 
colleges to educate 16-19 year olds on the industry and the 
opportunities that exist. 

Meanwhile, the Skills for Logistics Pre-Employment 
Training programme is open to anyone over 18. It offers a 
‘Certificate to Work’ for new drivers so they will be able to 
demonstrate they have the knowledge, competence and 
skills to be a safe driver, while also utilising the Driver CPC 
principles.

Although Driver CPC has been slightly ‘off target’ in some 
cases, used correctly it provides a vital role in ensuring 
commercial vehicle drivers act in a professional manner 
while behind the wheel. 

The industry is finally starting to engage and appreciate 
this training and its learning opportunities for drivers.

More on accreditation at: 
commercialfleet.org/

accreditation/ 
fta-van-excellence

Online

Initial uptake of ‘drivers’ hours’  
has been disappointing

For instance, FTA has introduced delegate workbooks, 
with spaces for notes to be made to act as an aide memoir 
after the courses, and has piloted the use of electronic 
scoring to aid delegate interaction. 

“This has been a big boom for engagement. If used 
correctly, it sparks discussions and that is where the learning 
takes place,” Gray says. “We include quizzes and can assess 
delegates responses and where they are struggling. We can 
also assess trainers’ ability to put the message across.”

FTA has also extended training to van drivers through its 
recently launched Van Excellence Certificate of Competence 
(commonly referred to as a ‘Driver’s Passport’).

Bespoke training, often reflecting the specialist operational 
needs of a company, is also on the rise – for instance,  
‘carriage of dangerous goods’ courses or ‘prevention of 
criminality and trafficking’ for those on international duties. 

Numerous quality standard programmes, exist to audit 
providers; one of the best known is Skills for Logistics, which 
maintains a live database of all endorsed training providers. 

Once assessed, training providers can use a kitemark in 
their marketing to demonstrate to employers that they are 
delivering high quality, industry endorsed training. However, 
it’s not compulsory.

Skills, knowledge and road safety
Driver CPC is a European Union Directive introduced in 2009 (2008 for PCV drivers) to harmonise 
training and driving standards across the continent. The aims are:
■ To improve road safety.
■ To underpin and expand on current driver knowledge, e.g. driver hours, digital tachographs, 
rules and regulations, etc.
■ To ensure new entrants have the required skills and knowledge to carry out their duties as 
professional drivers.
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By Michael Moroney

DV vans are back in the UK after a seven-year 
absence. Now under the ownership of the 
Chinese Shanghai Automotive Industrial Corpo-
ration (SAIC) group, the new range is being 
distributed in the UK and Ireland by Harris 
Group, one of Ireland’s longest established and 
leading automotive distributors. 

Four new LDV models, including a chassis cab version, 
were launched at a special event held outside Dublin last 
month to announce the return of the brand.

Speaking at the event, Lan Qingsong, SAIC chairman, said 
his company was aware of the challenges in bringing the 
LDV van range back to the market. 

“We are delighted to be returning to the birthplace of LDV 
vans where we can give drivers one more option that is 
highly competitive and cost effective,” he said. 

“We aim to win trust by understanding local markets, 
delivering a reliable product with technical features such as 
low emissions and high levels of safety.”

At the event, Harris Group also announced it had secured 
a major contract to supply the Irish postal service, An Post, 
with 250 LDV V80 panel vans.

The V80 is available in four models: short wheelbase, low 
roof (SLR); long wheelbase, medium roof (MMR), long 
wheelbase, high roof (LHR) and chassis cab (CC) with a gross 
vehicle weight (gvw) of 3,200kg or 3,500kg.

The front-wheel drive V80 models are powered by an 
Italian-designed VM Motori 2.5-litre turbodiesel, four-
cylinder, common-rail Euro 5 specification engine. This 
produces up to 136hp and 243lb-ft of torque and is trans-
versely mounted on the vehicle frame. 

The engine is mated to a Hyundai-manufactured six-speed 
gearbox with a dash-mounted gear lever.  

The V80 comes with features such as rear parking sensors, 
air conditioning, cruise control, daytime running lights, 
mirror indicators and fog lamps as standard.

The vans come with recessed load tie down points and a 
heavy duty cargo mat. 

Two standard pallets can be carried in tandem in the load 
area of all models. There is 1,380mm width between the 
wheel arches and the rear doors open to 270̊ . 

The short wheelbase V80 has a load area of 6.4 cu m, while 
the long wheelbase medium and high roof models provide 
10.4 cu m and 11.6 cu m, respectively.

Standard safety equipment includes dual airbags, rear 

parking sensors, anti-lock brakes and electronic brake force 
distribution.

The V80 also has air conditioning, remote keyless entry, 
radio with MP3 connectivity, Bluetooth connectivity, power 
windows and electric heated mirrors as standard.

Mark Barrett, general manager at LDV UK and Ireland, 
said Harris Group had begun to establish a dealer network 
in the UK with the aim of having 40 dealers by 2020. 

The Harris Group, through LDV UK and Ireland, has 
secured the supply of 3,000 Euro 5 series V80 vans from 
SAIC Maxus for 2016/2017, under the National Small Series 
Type Approval programme. 

Prices are yet to be released, but supplies of these vans 
are on the way and will be followed by a new, smaller G10 
van, which will also be sold as a people carrier. 

Later in 2017, LDV Maxus will also offer a new one-tonne 
4x4 pick-up, which the company claims will be slightly bigger 
than the current market-leading models. 

All new LDV vans come with a five-year or 125,000 mile 
manufacturer’s warranty.

The vans are now manufactured in China by SAIC Maxus 
which builds more than six million vehicles a year.

SAIC is a Fortune Global 100 company and operates manu-
facturing joint ventures with General Motors and Volkswagen 
in China.

LDV returns to UK after seven-year absence
Van brand will be distributed in ‘birthplace’ by Harris Group following relaunch by new owner

News

L

Online

For a closer look at 
the vans visit: 

commercialfleet.org/
ldv-return

“We aim to win trust by 
understanding local markets, 
delivering a reliable product 
and high levels of safety”
Lan Qingsong, chairman of SAIC

250
Number of LDV V80 models 

ordered by An Post

Lan Qingsong (left), 
chairman of SAIC, with 

Mark Barrett, general 
manager LDV UK  

and Ireland

40
Number of dealers Harris 

Group aims to have in  
UK by 2020

The new LDV V80 is available  
in four different bodystyles
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By Tom Seymour

M has relaunched its partner programme in the 
UK to establish a clear set of “strict standards” 
under the Select banner for the approved 
suppliers that sell and fit its commercial graphics 
and vehicle wrap products.

Select replaces the previous SPGAM 
programme in the UK.

Pen Webley, senior marketing executive for 3M Commer-
cial Graphics division, said: “We have worked with these 
partners for a long time so we know them and our sales 
teams already have strong relationships in place.

“But our previous branding with the acronym wasn’t reso-
nating with end-users and Select offers a lot more clarity on 
what we expect from suppliers and what fleets can expect 
when dealing with them.”

3M Select partners are qualified according to 15 criteria, 
which cover business planning, equipment and quality of 
work. These include quality tests and an annual audit by 3M 
to make sure its service levels are being maintained.

All 3M commercial graphics are covered by a warranty 
from the company, which covers the whole graphic on the 
vehicle, not just the constituent parts. It guarantees that all 
elements of a graphic (film, ink, adhesive and protective 
coating) will “look as good as the day it was put on”. 3M was 
not able to share all 15 criteria.

Webley said: “Select is us saying that any fleet can approach 
a franchisee and know that what they’re getting is watertight.

“Fleets want the peace of mind that comes with the 
warranty, so we say as a rule that the warranty will cover 
the product for that five- or 12-year period depending on 
what level of finish they have gone for.”

The Select programme was developed over an 18-month 
period. It was first launched in Europe in Germany, 3M’s 
largest market, and is now in operation in the UK, with a soft 
launch starting at the end of last year.

The programme in the UK has two levels: Platinum and 
Gold. Currently, four companies are qualified as Platinum 
and seven as Gold (see column, right). Platinum members 
need to have a certain level of throughput each year to qualify 
for the status.

Webley is not actively looking to rapidly expand the amount 
of Select partners in the UK beyond 11, but is open to the 
idea of having more approved centres if they are able to 
adhere to the guidelines.

In terms of the cost for graphics and a wrap, the labour 
for the fitment is the highest element of the costing involved.

Webley said 3M has been working on getting a quicker 

application time, in turn reducing the labour time, to pass on 
savings to fleets.

She said: “We’ve developed new techniques which mean 
the design can be moved into place on the vehicle without it 
sticking prematurely.

“We’ve also developed a new technique to eliminate any air 
bubbles and smoothing out the design so it’s a much more 
streamlined process.”

While Webley said the application time has been shortened, 
3M was not able to share an exact reduction.

There is a range of different decal quality levels fleets can 
opt for, depending on how long they want the livery to last.

They include five- and 12-year options, although more of a 
promotional finish which lasts for a shorter amount of time 
is also available. The higher the quality, the higher the price.

Webley said: “I think the market moves with the economy. 
When things are tough, people actually tend to look more 
long-term and look for a higher cost finish as they know they 
will be keeping vehicles for longer. 

“As a result of the UK economy doing well at the moment, 
we’re actually seeing more short-term promotional finishes 
being chosen with companies changing the graphics more 
frequently, but there’s still a big mix.”

Webley has seen an increase in SMEs looking to wrap 
vehicles due to the protection it can offer paintwork when 
vehicles come to be resold.

In terms of the changes in pricing at Platinum or Gold 
Select partners, Webley said the prices they charge fleets 
are down to them to set.

She added: “The pricing structure hasn’t changed from 
what we were charging before to the franchisees.”

3M introduces new standard for suppliers
Commercial graphics and vehicle wrap company aims to offer greater clarity for fleet customers

News
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Online

For more on vehicle livery 
visit: commrcialfleet.org/

vehicle-livery

3M has reduced the time  
it takes to apply vehicle wraps

Full list of Select partners 
in the UK that can offer 3M 
Commercial Graphics:

Platinum:
Aura Graphics
VGL (Vinyl Graphics Limited)
Stewart Signs
OPG (Owen Pilling Graphics)
 
Gold:
RGVA Vehicle Branding
Paul Turner Signwriters
AST Signs
Sign 2000
Joyce Design UK
Universal Graphics, Ireland
Service Graphics

FLEETS
I N F O R M E D

CommercialFleetBrought to you by

The Commercial Fleet Fleets Informed programme is designed to deliver  
comprehensive advice and knowledge to fleet decision-makers. All the  
content will be hosted at www.commercialfleet.org/fleets-informed – which  
will go live from March 31. 
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The Dartford Crossing is partially or 
fully closed 300 times a year
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By Gareth Roberts

he Government is being urged to forge ahead with 
a new multi-billion pound road link to alleviate 
pressure on the Dartford Crossing.

Highways England announced plans to build a 
tunnel under the River Thames, connecting Essex 
and Kent, last month (commercialfleet.org, 
January 27).

However, with its earliest anticipated opening date in 2025, 
the new crossing cannot come soon enough for fleets 
frequently facing gridlock conditions when using the Queen 
Elizabeth II Bridge or the Dartford Tunnel.

Highways England described the existing link as one of the 
least reliable sections of the UK’s strategic road network.

The Dartford Crossing was designed to cater for 135,000 
vehicle movements a day, yet it regularly exceeds that figure,  
handling 50 million crossings a year, at an average 137,000 
per day – 25% of which are heavy and light goods vehicles. 

The crossing is also partially or fully closed 300 times a 
year and it typically takes three to five hours for the roads to 
clear following closure. 

Richard Burnett, chief executive of the Road Haulage Asso-
ciation (RHA), told Commercial Fleet: “There is a desperate 
need to increase capacity on this route, as anyone who uses 
the Dartford Crossing regularly will know. 

“The congestion created is a daily burden for the UK 
economy.”

In 2013, two locations were shortlisted for a new bridge or 
tunnel across the river: one near the existing Dartford 
Crossing and the other linking the M2 with the M25 via the 
A13, with a possible further link to the M20.

After assessing the shortlisted options, Highways England 
is recommending building a new road from the end of the 
M2, which will go under the Thames just east of Gravesend 
and Tilbury and join the M25 between junctions 29 and 30. 

It will be the first new crossing of the Thames east of 
London since the Queen Elizabeth II Bridge opened at  
Dartford 25 years ago.

Malcolm Bingham, head of road network management 
policy at the Freight Transport Association (FTA), said: “This 
was the route favoured by our members when we consulted 
with them, and we will be having further discussions in 
coming weeks on the details of this latest proposal. 

“The FTA urges the Government to press ahead with this 
much-needed scheme to increase capacity and resilience 
and reduce congestion at the existing river crossings.”

Estimated costs for the Lower Thames Crossing are 
between £4.3 billion and £5.9bn (including allowances for 
inflation). Highways England said user charges, like those in 
place at the Dartford Crossing, would be applied in line with 
current Government policy. 

Subject to the necessary funding and planning approvals, 
it predicted that the new crossing would open in 2025, if 
publicly funded. However, if private funding were also used 
to meet the cost of the project, Highways England said the 
road would not open until 2027.

Roads minister Andrew Jones said: “The Government is 
committed to delivering a Lower Thames Crossing, which 
will increase capacity and provide better, faster journeys 
across the Thames.”

Once complete, it could add more than £7bn to the 
economy by increasing investment and business opportuni-
ties, and create more than 5,000 new jobs nationally.

Highways England senior project manager Martin Potts 
said: “We’ve been working hard to identify solutions that 
strike the best balance between improving journeys, getting 
value for money and managing environmental impact.”

As well as inviting comments from fleets about the  
recommendations, Highways England has identified three 
routes for the new road north of the river and two south of it.  

“We welcome views on them all,” said Potts. “This  
consultation is your chance to have your say on a once-in-a-
generation, multi-billion pound investment that will have 
wide-ranging effects for decades.”

The consultation runs until March 24 and a decision is 
expected later this year. 

‘Desperate need’ for new Thames tunnel
Fleet bodies call on the Government to alleviate Dartford congestion with new £6bn crossing

News

T

Online To have your say, go to commercialfleet.org/ 
lower-thames-crossing and follow the link

“The congestion created is a 
daily burden for the UK economy”
Richard Burnett, RHA

2025 
Earliest the new Thames 

tunnel could open, according 
to Highways England

25%  
Proportion of vehicles  

using the Dartford Crossing 
that are commercials
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Compliance

QA&

Do you have an issue that needs resolving?

Get the solution by emailing us at:  
commercialfleet@bauermedia.co.uk 

?

Fleet management is riddled with issues, 
queries and uncertainty, often caused by 
legislation. Eamonn Brennan, FTA manager of 
van information, looks at common questions 
raised by fleets with its member advice clinic

With the darker mornings and evenings this time of  
year, we are looking to attach two reflective yellow 
warning markings to the rear of our smaller vans (under 
3.5-tonnes gvw), but have been told that this is not 

permitted. We thought this would make the vehicles more visible, 
so why isn’t it legal?

The answer to this is dependent on the material being 
used and the vehicle lighting regulations. Retro-reflective 
material is treated, for legal purposes, as being a light-
emitting source. The lighting regulations make it clear 

that, with limited exceptions (e.g. reversing lights), rear-facing lights 
must be red. This is to ensure that other road users are clear 
whether they are viewing the front or rear of your vehicle at night or 
during periods of poor visibility. If you use yellow retro-reflective 
material for the markers that would, under lighting regulations, be 
equivalent to showing a continuous yellow light to the rear. If you 
were to use high-visibility material rather than retro-reflective, this 
would not be deemed light-emitting and yellow warning markers on 
the rear of your vehicles would not be classed as rear-facing lights.

Q

A

One of my drivers wants to give up smoking and is looking  
at using an electronic cigarette to help achieve this. We are 
concerned that if he uses the device in his cab, it will infringe 
on smoking regulations. What is the legal position on this?

It is unlikely that the use of such devices 
would be considered an infringement of the 
smoking regulations, as the definition of 
‘smoking’ in legislation is: “Smoking tobacco 

or anything which contains tobacco, or smoking any 
other substance and includes being in possession of lit 
tobacco or of anything lit which contains tobacco or 
being in possession of any other lit substance in a form 
in which it could be smoked.”

Although electronic cigarettes emit vapour, they are 
not lit and do not contain tobacco so they would not be 
covered by the legislation. 

However, there is a potential issue that you will need 
to consider when you get requests about the use of 
these devices in a vehicle. This concerns the method 
of enforcement used with these regulations.

If an authorised local authority officer witnesses a 
driver smoking in his cab, even if the vehicle is just 
driving past the officer in the street, then the officer 
can ask the company to provide the driver’s details so 
that a fine can be issued.

It is extremely difficult in these circumstances to 
demonstrate that the ‘cigarette’ seen by the officer was 
an electronic device.

Q

A
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Rules&
regulations

The FTA looks at the  
latest issues to affect vans  
and trucks, including the dos  
and donÕts of aquaplaning and 
driversÕ Christmas presents

Department for Transport (DfT) advice on  
the fitment of ‘bull bars’ to vehicles

POTENTIAL DANGER IN 
CHRISTMAS PRESENTS

DfT documentation provides general  
guidance and advice on the legislative 
requirements in Great Britain relating to bull 
bars fitted to vehicles. Every effort has been 
made to ensure that it is factually correct, but  
recipients should check with the DfT if they 
are unsure about the validity of a particular 
regulation after the date of publication, or if 
they have reason to believe any part is not 
correct or is now out-of-date.

It is not illegal for vehicles to be fitted  
with bull bars, although the DfT would not 

recommend their fitment unless it has been 
shown, through compliance with specified 
safety standards, that they do not pose an 
additional risk of injury to pedestrians or 
other vulnerable road users.

There are no plans for legislation to  
require bull bars that are already fitted to be 
removed. However, since May 25, 2007, it has 
been an offence for bull bars that have not 
been approved as compliant with the safety 
standards to be sold. Approved devices will 
carry an indelible ‘e’ mark.

Further information: If you require any further information please contact the DfT at the address below:
International Vehicle Standards, Department for Transport, Zone 1/34, Great Minster House, 33 Horseferry Road, London, SW1P 4DR
Telephone: 020 7944 2091 Fax: 020 7944 2196 Email: ivs.enquiries@dft.gsi.gov.uk
DfT note: The information above is a summary of the DepartmentÕs understanding of what the law requires. However, ultimately the interpretation of the law is a matter 
for the courts based on individual facts of any particular case. You are therefore advised to consult the relevant legislation and, if necessary, seek independent advice.

You may find that some of your drivers 
have received new electronic gadgets as 
Christmas presents, such as a mobile 
phones, sat-nav devices and iPods. This 
is a perfect time to remind all your 
drivers of the company policy for using 
such devices in a safe and legal manner  
and of the regulations and potential 
penalties for non-compliance.

Areas of legislation to be aware of are:

Mobile phones

Construction and use regulation 110 (1) 
and (2) “prohibit a person from driving, 
or causing or permitting a person to 
drive, a motor vehicle on a road if the 
driver is using a hand-held mobile 
phone or similar device”.

The penalty for driving a vehicle  
while using a hand-held mobile phone 
or other hand-held communication 
device (other than a two-way radio) is a 
fine of £100 plus three points on the 
driver’s licence. Drivers could also be 
prosecuted for failing to have proper 
control of their vehicle, or the more 
serious offence of dangerous driving.

Sat-nav devices

The Road Vehicles (Construction and 
Use) regulations 1986, section 104  
(driver’s control) states: “No person  
shall drive or cause or permit any  
other person to drive, a motor vehicle 
on a road if he is in such a position  
that he cannot have proper control  
of the vehicle or have a full view of  
the road ahead.”

The Road Traffic Act 1988, section 41D 
states: “A person who contravenes or 
fails to comply with a construction and 
use requirement, as to not driving a 
motor vehicle in a position which does 
not give proper control or a full view of 
the road and traffic ahead, or not 
causing or permitting the driving of a 
motor vehicle by another person in such 
a position is guilty of an offence.”

A driver can be fined £100 plus  
three penalty points for a breach of a 
requirement to control the vehicle.

The recent bad weather has given the whole 
country unprecedented levels of rainfall. Some 
roads have patches of deep water, resulting in an 
extremely dangerous situation for motorists.

The term ‘aquaplaning’ is used in a situation 
where water between your vehicle’s tyres and 
the road surface cannot be removed. When 
driving through deep pools of water, the surface 
of the tyre must disperse it to remain in contact 
with the surface of the road. 

In some cases, this layer of water builds up in 
front of the tyres until the pressure of the water 
exceeds the pressure of the tyre on the road, 
resulting in a loss of traction by the wheel being 
lifted off the road surface. 

This loss of traction causes the wheels to slip 
and can cause a lack of response to braking, 
steering or acceleration which, in turn, can 
result in the vehicle losing control.

How to prevent aquaplaning

Check your tyre condition, tread depth and  
pressures on a regular basis. Tyre pressures 
that are 30% below the recommended levels 
significantly increase the risk of aquaplaning. 

Good tyre tread depth helps to disperse water 
efficiently which keeps the vehicle gripped to  
the road surface.

Take your time in wet conditions, reduce your 
road speed and avoid pools of water if safe to do 
so. Do not use cruise control in wet conditions, 
remain in control of your vehicle at all times and 
be ready to react if required. Be extra cautious if 
the road surface is smooth this makes vehicles 
considerably more prone to aquaplaning than on  
ribbed or grooved surfaces.

What to do if your vehicle aquaplanes

Remain calm and focus on regaining control  
of the vehicle. Avoid braking suddenly or 
swerving, as these actions are likely to put the 
vehicle into a skid. Instead, hold the steering 
wheel firmly and let the vehicle travel in a 
forward direction and ease off the accelerator 
pedal gently until you have regained control.

Dangers of aquaplaning
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Fleet spotlight: GBA Services

Telematics and 3G video cameras have helped GBA general manager Paul Birkbeck target  
costs and safety with a 10% accident reduction and a £60,000 fuel saving across the fleet

By Stephen Briers

ogistics solutions company GBA’s fleet  
of vans and trucks has one overriding 
business objective: to meet the service 
level expectations agreed with its 
customers. That means delivering on 
time, every time.

The company aims to achieve that 
objective as cost-efficiently and safely as possible, 
thereby maximising its profit potential, which 
focuses the spotlight squarely on reducing fuel 
consumption and incidents.

Diesel is one of the company’s biggest operating 
costs. It spends more than £3 million a year fuel-
ling its fleet of 150 Mercedes-Benz Sprinter vans 
and 100 DAF trucks (7.5 to 40 tonnes, with curtain-
siders, boxes  and refrigerated units) which trans-
port goods across Europe.

With vans typically covering more than 300,000 
miles over a four-year operating cycle, the fleet 
strategy starts with buying the right vehicle, 
according to GBA general manager Paul  
Birkbeck.

“We have been running Sprinter vans for the 
past 20 years – it’s an extremely versatile and 
reliable vehicle and over the years we have devel-

L
oped a great relationship with the local Mercedes-
Benz dealership,” he says.

“For us, it’s all about reliability, cost-efficiency 
and safety. On all our recent Sprinters we have 
the driver safety package – lane keeping, cross-
wind, blind spot assist and collision prevention;  
it’s an investment but it safeguards our drivers 
and the load for customers as well. 

“With all the technology fitted to the vehicles, it 
is important that the drivers have the correct 
training on how it should be used. That is part of 
the vehicle handover process.”

Around half of the Sprinter vans run out of GBA’s 
operating centre in Warsaw, Poland, carrying 
high value products for the automotive, pharma-
ceutical, aeronautical and marine sectors. The 
rest are based in the UK.

“The vans deliver flexibility and speed for time 
sensitive customers across Europe,” says Birk-
beck. “They are fitted with a state of the art secu-
rity locking system, a panic button in case the 
driver runs into problems and are tracked. So it’s 
a secure mode of transport for customers.”

GBA switched its telematics supplier earlier in 
the year following a tender process (it has been 
using telematics for more than a decade). 

“With all the technology 
fitted to the vehicles, it is 
important that the drivers 
have the correct training” 

Paul Birkbeck, GBA Services

After shortlisting and trialling solutions from 
three companies, it selected Mix Telematics 
because its solution provides simple driver feed-
back, it easily integrates with the company’s 
current IT systems and it has comprehensive 
reporting, according to Birkbeck. The company 
was also prepared to work closely to develop 
further solutions for GBA’s refrigerated vehicles. 

“The system sends alerts for the temperature-
controlled vehicles to ensure that they stay within 
the parameters we have agreed with the 
customer,” explains Birkbeck.

The telematics is plugged into the CANBus to 
provide accurate information on how the vehicle 
is performing and how it is being driven. This 
allows for league tables to be produced showing 
overall driver performance, while the system 
provides immediate feedback to drivers on their 
behaviour via a traffic light device in the cab. 

Since the start of the year, GBA’s vehicles have 
been running with 3G-enabled forward-facing 
video cameras. Each ‘event’, from harsh braking 
or cornering to an impact, triggers an email alert 
to the fleet team; they will usually know about  
an incident before the driver has had time to 
report it.

The video footage can then be uploaded from 
the vehicle and reviewed within minutes. Not only 
does it provide evidence about the cause of the 
incident, potentially protecting drivers, it also 
means GBA can proactively tackle uninsured 
losses and third party claims, reducing its costs.

The video is also a record of what happened, 
which can then be used as the basis for  
driver training.

“We have instances of footage where our vehi-
cles have been hit by another driver,” says  
Birkbeck. “With one we received an email alert 
and could see a truck reversing into our van and 
then driving off. Having the video 
evidence helped us to promptly deal 
with the problem.”

‘It’s all about 
safety, reliability 

andcost’
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 Paul Birkbeck: ‘Having video 
evidence helps us to promptly 

deal with problems’
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The next step is to introduce all-round 
cameras for added security, which is 
likely to happen during 2016.

Using both telematics and video cameras helps 
GBA achieve its central fleet plan: to target costs 
(including fuel) and safety. Birkbeck believes this 
proactive approach pays off because, as well as 
providing accurate real-time information to the 
fleet team, it also encourages drivers to be more 
accountable for their own actions.

However, for both systems to fully work a 
substantial amount of data has been collected 
and analysed from the vehicles, tailored to each 
type of model and the work it undertakes. 

“We group the vehicles together by model and 
then fine tune the various parameters. For 
example, all our XFF 106s will have the same 
parameters,” Birkbeck says. 

The settings – including revs, idling, braking and 
acceleration – are reviewed after a few months 
when the data starts coming through. As Birk-
beck says: “We don’t want a large number of 
alerts just because of a speed bump.”

Looking after drivers key to retention
The shortage of HGV drivers – the so-called  
‘driver crisis’ – is a “challenge that is getting more 
challenging”, according to GBA Midlands depot 
manager Michael Lear (pictured left).

He believes that offering a good quality van or 
truck as part of the driver package “goes a long way 
to attracting experienced staff”.

Lear adds: “We want a high calibre driver that can 

As an additional security measure, each vehicle 
can be sealed with an electronic locking system 
to ensure the doors have not been tampered  
with, supported by telematics which alerts the 
team if the door was opened. It provides a live  
feed to the fleet team which is also relayed to 
GBA’s customers.

“We want to know where every vehicle is and 
what it is doing at any one time,” says Birkbeck. 
“That is what we are trying to achieve.”

He adds: “Telematics is about setting KPIs 
which help us to measure the business and 
ensure we are delivering what the customer 
expects.”

GBA also uses the data to monitor fuel usage 
by cross-checking fuel consumption and 
distances travelled with transactions to identify 
any discrepancies. It provides averages and 
enables comparisons between vehicles so the 
company can drill down to establish possible 
reasons for any differences.

However, it’s a case of looking at one thing at a 
time, says Birkbeck. “It is ongoing; we measure 

“We want to know  
where every vehicle is 
and what it is doing  
at any one time” 

Paul Birkbeck, GBA Services

Fleet spotlight: GBA Services

Micheal Lear (left) and Paul Birkbeck believe good 
quality trucks attract and retain good quality drivers

deliver our family values and service to the 
customer, not just someone who delivers from A to 
B. And that type of driver tends to be more loyal to 
the business if they are looked after.

“A team ethic also helps to retain drivers, so we 
get our senior management involved in recognising 
the service that our drivers provide. There’s a lot of 
pride with our drivers.”

and improve one area and then take it forward to 
look at another area. Also the systems are always 
progressing so there are always new areas that 
we can focus on.”

With so many initiatives introduced this year,  
it is difficult to establish the benefits of each in 
isolation. 

Combined, however, GBA estimates they have 
reduced incidents by 10% and have reduced the 
fuel bill by £60,000.

Its fuel strategy goes further than simply 
choosing efficient vehicles and monitoring driver 
behaviour: cross-border operations add com-
plexity to the process.
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They also undertake accident damage repairs 
and trailer refurbishment while the facilities 
made a real difference when it came to changing 
the European van fleet across to winter tyres – a 
legal requirement in many mainland countries. 

That requirement has now been permanently 
resolved, after GBA completed the process of 
converting its van fleet across to all-weather 
tyres. They will reduce storage costs and dowtime 
caused by switching tyres twice a year.

Drivers act as the first line of defence for iden-
tifying potential maintenance problems. They 
carry out walk-round checks on vans and trucks 
at the start of each day on PDAs, with the results 
uploaded to the fleet team in real-time. This 
enables GBA to take immediately action to 
address any concerns.

GBA compliancy levels on the walk-round 
checks are high because drivers trust that any 
issues will be speedily resolved by the company. 
Trust is something that underpins the company 
culture, from staff to customers to suppliers. And 
it starts at the top, according to Birkbeck.

“When you have that type of relationship at a 
senior level it filters through the operating divi-
sions and depot managers to our customers,” he 
says. “That is a core value of the company: to have 
close relationships with suppliers, staff and 
customers.”

Company GBA Services
Founded 1987
Operates From 12 sites across UK, Poland and Austria
Fleet Size 350 assets (vans, 7.5t, 18t, 40t trucks, trailers and company cars)
Funding method Contract hire and contract purchase
Operating cycle Three-to-four years
Key executives David Birkbeck, managing director; Peter Zak, operations 
director; Paul Birkbeck, general manager; Michael Lear, Midlands depot 
manager; Mark Hailwood, fleet manager
Brands on fleet Vans – Mercedes-Benz Sprinters; trucks – DAF

Factfile

Paul Birkbeck has recently 
converted GBA’s van fleet to 

all-weather tyres

“We have to make sure our drivers know where 
to fuel and that’s complicated in Europe. Our vehi-
cles don’t always come back to depot so there is 
not an easy bunker option,” Birkbeck says.

“In the UK, we use one fuel company and have 
national coverage at a good price for that brand. 
In Europe, we use a different company and, in 
order to get the best price, we’ve established 
some rules that prioritise the countries and iden-
tify the brand to be used in each.”

Communication is crucial to ensure drivers are 
aware that they are not paying the price displayed 
on the pump. Deals are also cheaper in certain 
countries, so drivers on routes that pass through 
several borders are encouraged to fill up at the 
cheapest price.

Birkbeck says: “We have KPIs which monitor 
the percentage fill-up at our preferred sites and 
we are always looking at how we can get that 
higher. We talk to the drivers or go to card compa-
nies for greater support if our vehicles are in a 
particular area.

GBA manages all aspects of the fleet in-house, 
including the company cars, via a team of 12 
headed by fleet manager Mark Hailwood. It 
includes six mechanics working at its two work-
shops which carry out around 20% of all service 
and maintenance work (the rest goes through the 
dealer network).

Range of driver info 
assists with training
In the event of an accident, the GBA fleet team 
collects all the relevant details, including a full 
report from the driver. It works closely with its 
insurer NFU Mutual to understand the best way 
to handle any incident. Paul Birkbeck says: “The 
quicker you handle it, the lower the cost impact, 
regardless of who’s to blame.”

Information gathered will determine whether 
the driver needs to be interviewed; video footage 
from the onboard cameras can prove invaluable. 

All driver training, including the Certificate of 
Professional Competence, is carried out in-house. 

GBA also offers its services to other companies, 
including specific training for van drivers and 
security qualifications for airport work.
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CONSOLIDATION COULD 
BE A ‘GAME-CHANGER’
With software that brings fleets and systems together, Isotrak is looking to radically  
shake-up commercial operators’ efficiency. Marketing director Jason Price explains how

By John Charles

radical shake-up in the way commercial vehicle 
fleets operate is being predicted, with the 
expected roll-out of software this year providing 
corporates with end-to-end supply chain visi-
bility of their own vehicles and, uniquely, those 
operated by sub-contractors.

Isotrak, which claims to be a global leader in 
fleet management and software systems, sees 2016 as the 
breakthrough year for what it calls its “game-changing” 3iS 
FleetVision product.

Already being used by a number of fleets, notably by 
Walmart Canada – part of the US retail giant that owns Asda 
in the UK – 3iS FleetVision delivers real-time visibility and  
intelligent insight to drive smart transport-related decisions 
that impact the bottom line, according to Milton Keynes-
based Isotrak.

The company, which also has operations in the US and 
Australia, started life 16 years ago as a provider of vehicle 
tracking solutions before adding telematics, in-vehicle 
communications and a job management module to handle 
vehicle scheduling. Those tools are contained within Isotrak’s 
Active Transportation Management System (ATMSi), a 
comprehensive fleet management solution enabling busi-
nesses to gain visibility, control and measure their fleets’ 
costs, performance and efficiency. The system is modular, 
configurable and integrates with other software systems. 

The cloud-based ‘software as a service’ (SaaS) platform 
transforms a range of disparate solutions – vehicle and 
trailer tracking, delivery performance, driving style behav-
iour, driver communications, driver scorecards, compliance, 
electronic proof of delivery, safety camera integration and 
reporting and alerting in respect of vehicle service, mainte-
nance and repair issues and defects for example – into an 
integrated range of data delivered to transport operators 
screens via the ATMSi interface.

As part of ATMSi, a customisable exception-based traffic 
light dashboard analyses data and provides real-time oper-

Supplier spotlight: Isotrak

A

“There are hundreds of thousands of telematics 
devices fitted to vehicles by different providers 
and 3iS brings all of them together” 
Jason Price, Isotrak

90%
Isotrak’s claimed penetration 

of post and parcel sector

50,000
Number of vehicles tracked 

by Isotrak technology

Company Isotrak
Founded 2000
Marketing director Jason Price
Time in role Two years
Location Milton Keynes
Key product 3iS FleetVision
Backers Lyceum Capital Partners

Factfile ational intelligence, giving company bosses and transport 
department staff multi-dimensional views of the fleet oper-
ation on demand.

However, following six years of development, Isotrak sales 
and marketing director Jason Price is billing 3iS as the future 
as it “overlays” ATMSi, but critically also other vehicle tele-
matics systems, bringing numerous disparate data streams 
together for complete visibility.

Tracking and telematics devices are already being fitted  
on the production line by some HGV manufacturers and, 
within the next five years, it is almost certain that such 
devices will be fitted as standard in smaller trucks as well 
as light commercial vehicles.

“3iS is hardware neutral,” says Price. “The technology 
enables transport operators to have a single view of data 
from ATMSi but critically any other system operating in their 
own vehicles and those of sub-contractors.”

“Traditional telematics providers are concerned about 
selling hardware. We are not. There are hundreds of thou-
sands of telematics devices fitted to vehicles by different 
providers and 3iS brings all of them together.

“Total visibility is achieved without fleets changing their 
hardware provider. They simply layer 3iS on top of their 
current data streams and that gives complete context to 
their own fleet and business operation and that of sub-
contractors.”

Price, who joined Isotrak two years ago and has a 20-year 
fleet management and telematics career behind him, high-
lights the fact that many companies do not own their vehicles 
but rely on specialist logistics firms to transport goods. 

“Until now, telematics data has only been viewable on a 
managers’ own fleet, but 3iS changes that and provides 
companies with total supply chain visibility,” he says.

“Typically fleets are able to view data delivered via their 
own telematics systems but not from sub-contractors’ vehi-
cles. That information can be particularly important in 
respect of meeting customer KPIs and managing journey 
planning. 3iS gives total supply chain visibility.”

Isotrak calculates that it has its tracking technology in 
around 50,000 vehicles in the UK and counts the retail supply 
chain – embracing refrigerated and ‘ambient’ food, clothing 
and white goods – and the post and parcel sector, where it 
claims 90% penetration, as its core markets.

Customers include supermarket giant Sainsbury’s; 
Turners, which has expanded to become one of the UK’s 
largest hauliers; parcel delivery giant Hermes, which works 
with a wide range of leading high street, catalogue and online 
retailers in the UK including Next Directory, Tesco, John 
Lewis, Debenhams and Arcadia Group; and Cemex, best 
known for the supply of ready mixed concrete, cement and 
aggregates.

For more case studies, 
visit: commercialfleet.org/

vans/case-studies/

Online
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major savings to businesses,” he says. “They are already 
opening their stores to other retailers through franchise 
operations, so why not share trucks.”

Price argues that this is not a pipe dream, but the future. 
“We have invested millions of pounds in developing the tech-
nology and getting it right,” he explains. “Now is the time to 
make fleet operators understand that significant savings can 
be made through groundbreaking software.”

The company continues to see its tracking and telematics 
software as key to improving fleet performance, but it  
says 3iS will drive value across the entire transport and 
logistics industry.

Historically, third party logistics reporting has been under-
taken via electronic data interchange or manual updates, 
which were not necessarily accurate or timely, according  
to  Isotrak. 

Price compares one element of 3iS to airport arrival and 
departure boards, explaining: “3iS provides transport 
managers and their customers with total visibility of vehicle 
operations, enabling improved planning. It is a very simple 
concept, but hugely powerful.”

Another advantage of 3iS is that, when combined with 
Isotrak’s new Business Intelligence (BI) module, the company 
can benchmark both its customers’ transport operations 
against each other as well as subcontractors, enabling users 
to further improve their efficiency.

Highlighting the key role that ‘big data’ is beginning to play 
in business life and specifically fleet operations, Price says: 
“3iS is well positioned to fully exploit the ‘internet of things’. 
Taking data from in-vehicle and mobile communication 
devices, Isotrak can deliver knowledge, through the  
3iS engine, to operators so they can see in real-time how not 
only their fleet is performing but their extended, sub-
contracted fleet.”

London-based private equity firm Lyceum Capital Part-
ners acquired a majority share in Isotrak in August 2013. This 
has enabled the company to accelerate its expansion strate-
gies, and increase investment in the development of its 
cloud-based product suite.

Lyceum partner Daniel Adler, who sits on the Isotrak 
board, says: “Vehicle tracking and fleet management soft-
ware is now viewed as business-critical by major operators 
in addressing regulatory pressures, driving efficiency 
savings and reducing their impact on the environment.”

Lyceum has invested alongside the existing management 
team, adds Price. “The additional investment in the business 
has been significant and allowed Isotrak to advance to the 
position it is in today,” he says. 

“The company changed the logistics sector with telematics 
and tracking and it will do it again, as well as with the supply 
chain, with 3iS.”

However, it is seeking expansion into other logistics 
sectors, as well as the light commercial vehicle segment, 
with fleets operating more than 100 vehicles. The company 
believes 3iS is the tool that will deliver “huge growth” and a 
revolution in how transport and logistics operators go about 
their work.

Reflecting on the much-reported shortage of commercial 
vehicle drivers, Price asks: “Is there a driver shortage, or  
is it that companies are not planning and scheduling jour-
neys correctly?”

He claims that, on average, an HGV operates at 70-80% 
capacity per trip and that high street stores each utilise their 
own vehicles/sub-contractors to deliver goods. 

“That is a huge problem in terms of efficiency, cost, traffic 
congestion and the environment,” he says.

“3iS is a game-changer because it enables consolidation. 
Multiple trucks, run by different operators, could arrive at an 
out-of-town location and goods transported to smaller vehi-
cles for onward deliveries.”

Price calls his vision “co-opetition” – harmonising the 
words co-operation and competition. “Historically, that was 
not possible, but now it is,” he says. “Businesses must decide 
whether they want to operate a truck with their own livery 
or whether they want to cut operating costs by 20%.”

Price adds that many retailers allow franchises to operate 
within their own stores. “Vehicle consolidation will deliver 

20%
Claimed savings in  

operations costs using 3iS

In-cab timeline technology  
enhances scheduling operations

Jason Price: ‘Is there  
a driver shortage, or  

are companies not  
scheduling correctly?’



‘COST CHAMPION’ 
MESSAGE TO DRIVE 
RENAULT GROWTH
Manufacturer hopes merging of administration and back office functions  
with parent company Volvo Group will help it build on a successful 2015

By Tim Campbell

t’s been an interesting year for Renault Trucks in the 
UK. In fact, it’s been a very interesting year for the whole 
of the brand globally. Renault Trucks has been part of 
the Volvo Group for almost 15 years, but during this time 
it has effectively operated as a completely separate 
company as far as admin and customer-facing costs 
were concerned.

However, the two companies have exploited synergies 
behind-the-scenes through joint research and development 
work in cab, chassis and driveline, as well as certain limited 
combined production offerings which have helped the group 
leverage its skills and resources.

Of course, shareholders are very demanding and the 
people investing in Volvo Group are no different.

This resulted in further integration between Renault 
Trucks and Volvo Trucks in autumn 2015, with many of Volvo 
Group’s European subsidiaries announcing certain adminis-
tration and back office functions would be merged to support 
the two brands. 

It could be argued this is not before time and has made 
sense for many years as, unlike other manufacturers who 
have undergone similar corporate re-structures, Volvo 
Group appears to have undertaken the back office merger 
in reverse.

That is to say the standard operating procedure for many, 
post-takeover, has been to almost immediately merge the 
back office functions and then look at research and develop-
ment, and production joint ventures later.

Either way the result is the same, an interesting blend of 
various shared cabs, driveline and engines, with a smat-
tering of unique key features which help differentiate the 
brands from each other. 

The above scenario places greater emphasis, and arguably 
greater pressure, on the staff and management within  
each brand to deliver the differences: a responsibility that 
also falls on their dealer networks, who are the people  
that ultimately deliver the ‘brand values’ to customers.

It is with this background in mind that the recently-
announced new Renault Trucks management team has 
outlined the key developments and performance of the 
company in 2015 and also provided an outlook for the truck 
and van market in 2016.

Renault Trucks UK restructure
The restructure in the UK has been reasonably controlled 

Manufacturer spotlight: Renault Trucks UK

I
107%
XGrowth in Range T  
registrations in 2015

with managing director Arne Knaben, who formerly held this 
position with Volvo Trucks, becoming group managing 
director with responsibility for both brands. 

Nigel Butler continues as commercial director, with 
Amanda Hiatt looking after both brands as marketing 
director. 

Tony Davis has become aftermarket and sales support 
director with James Charnock being named used truck 
director. 

Richard Chamberlain will look after the Renault Master 
range as LCV manager. 

Brand values
For many years, Renault Trucks has focused on the ‘profit-
able truck’ aspect for its advertising campaigns and 
messages rather than specific truck product features.

This will continue throughout 2016, but with a slight 
re-direction or refresh. 

‘Customer operational cost champion’ is the phrase 
Renault Trucks hopes commercial vehicle operators will 
associate with its products for the next few years. 

2015: a good year
According to Butler, “all the ranges are performing well” 
with the Range T showing the greatest growth of 107% to 
1,483 registrations. 

This is followed by the Range C and K (the 2016 Interna-
tional Truck of the Year runner-up) at 84% to 435 registra-
tions and the Range D at 69% to 305 registrations.

Overall, the UK Euro 6 market share has almost doubled 
from 3.3% in 2014 to 5.7% in 2015, and includes many 
conquest customers in both fleet and retail, such as Cemex, 
Dyce, Tulloch, Gist and Yusen.

As far as light commercial vehicle registrations are 
concerned, Renault Trucks had a record order intake with a 
70% increase in year-on-year registrations helped by a more 
LCV focused network and dedicated staff. 

Butler says registrations have also been helped by new 
offers like the chassis cab based ‘ready for business’ bodied 
programme and a high uptake for its low cost finance offers.

The dealer network
Renault Trucks’s dealer network has historically been seen 
as a weakness in a very competitive UK truck market. 

However, this has been addressed with the first-time MOT 
pass rate improved to 94% and customer satisfaction close 

“All the 
ranges are 
performing 

well” 
Nigel Butler
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to 80% for vehicles back on the road in under six hours. 
Butler says the new Euro 6 trucks require a greater under-

standing of how the new technology can be maximised and 
that is why Renault Trucks has appointed six network-based 
handover specialists to further improve both customer satis-
faction and fuel economy. 

He adds the parts initiative which provides fitted parts with 
a two-year warranty has been a great success.

A further area of improvement has been the establishment 
of 13 dealers with test lanes within the network from Peter-
head to Portsmouth.

At the same time, the sales force has been bolstered by 
the addition of eight staff.

Finally, its apprentice programme moved to a new provider, 
Stephenson College in Coalville, Leicestershire. 

It currently has 86 apprentices, 19 of which are expected 
to graduate this year.

BRS and financing
Volvo Group has owned BRS (previously known as British 
Road Services) for many years and this has helped Renault 
Trucks offer a full contract hire service. 

Under this, more than 500 new contracts were signed in 
2015, growing the fleet to 2,000 vehicles. 

As far as finance is concerned, 40% of new vehicles are 
funded by its in-house finance house (RTFS), with a further 
15% financed by BRS.

Plans for this year
Butler expects around 5% growth this year in the ‘medium 

500
XNew deals signed under 

Renault Trucks full contract 
hire service in 2015

Renault Truck’s K Range, together 
with its C Range sibling, was  

named runner-up in the International 
Truck of the Year 2016 awards

duty’ sector to 7,600 units, with ‘heavy duty’ showing only 
marginal growth and mostly in-line with 2015.

Renault Trucks is looking to open its order book for the one 
major omission in its product line-up, an offering at the 
7.5-tonne weight point with the Range D. 

While it is not a key weight compared to a number of years 
ago, it is still seen as a necessary inclusion. There will also 
be a Euro 6 Master van and a mini mid-lift on the Range T.

The Warwick-based Renault Trucks team appears happy 
with progress as it becomes more integrated with its Volvo 
Trucks parent, while this year will see a limited but im- 
portant set of additions to its offering at both product and 
network level.

Company Renault Truck UK Ltd
Commercial director  
Nigel Butler
2014 truck sales 2,050 (5.1% 
market share)
2015 2,453 (5.57% market share)
Key fleet models Master, Range 
D, Range K, Range C, Range

Factfile

Online

For more case studies, visit:  
commercialfleet.org/vans/ 

case-studies

Renault Trucks will launch a 
Euro 6 version of its  
Master van this year
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PROTECT AND DEFEND  
YOUR TRUCK

By John Lewis

nternational hauliers who regularly use Calais are 
having to cope with the threat migrants pose to the 
security of their trucks. The law obliges them to take 
every precaution to ensure that lorries do not return to 
the UK with clandestine entrants onboard Ð illegal 
immigrants who have hidden in the cargo area.

Failure to do so can mean a fine of up to £2,000 for 
the truckÕs driver, owner or hirer for every clandestine trans-
ported, warns the Home Office.

They are at the extremities when it comes to vehicle secu-
rity, but the measures they are taking to protect their trucks 
and their drivers can filter out to all types of operators that 
have a need to prevent theft.

Suffolk-based Kersey Freight has taken delivery of 15 box-
bodied Dry Liner semi-trailers built by Krone which have 
been designed to guard against break-ins. 

Kersey fleet manager Robert Steele says the door locking 
bars are on the inside of the doors, rather than the outside, 
and the hinge pins cannot be accessed from the exterior. 
Furthermore, a stainless steel bar can be locked across the 
door handles when the doors are closed, which means 
nobody can get at them.

ÒWe have found that, if the locking bars and hinge-pins are 
conventionally mounted on the outside, migrants can unbolt 
them, remove a door, and enter the trailer,Ó Steele explains. 

ÒThe door is then quietly refitted and re-sealed by accom-
plices. When the driver checks the following day he sees that 
the seal remains intact which means he has no reason to 
suspect that it has been tampered with.Ó 

The sides of the trailers are solid, so there is no access for 
migrants there and Dry LinerÕs roof is strong, Steele says. 
That makes it more difficult for a clandestine to cut a hole in 
it, having gained access to the top of the trailer and drop-
down inside. ÒWe have found roofs on other box vans to be 
flimsy,Ó he says.

ItÕs a security measure that has benefits for all types of 
fleet, undertaking all kinds of journey.

Kersey Freight is among several companies that have 
signed up to the Border ForceÕs Civil Penalty Accreditation 
Scheme. To be accredited, businesses have to 
show they have an effective system for preventing 
clandestine entrants and take reasonable meas-

Insight: Security

Stowaways and cargo theft are 
increasing problems for van and 
truck fleets. We investigate the  
latest security measures
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ures to ensure it works, including training drivers. 
If an accredited firm operates in accordance with 
the scheme but migrants are nonetheless discov-

ered in one of its trucks, it will not be fined.
Launched in the UK last September, Krone’s Dry Liner is 

also the choice of event and entertainment transport 
specialist Acme Production Services. The Bedford-based 
business has acquired two in order to protect the equipment 
it carries from theft. 

“We truck everything from a single flight case to everything 
required for a complete music tour production,” says director 
Lance Lovell. “Our trailers need to be built to the highest 
standard to ensure maximum load security and the Dry 
Liners are virtually impregnable.”

Acme highlights not just the flush-fit steel back doors with 
their integrated double-locking, but the way the body is 
constructed, using galvanised steel cassette panels.

Haul munitions, explosives and other hazardous cargo and 
security has to be the top priority. That is the sort of work 
CTS Group handles.

“We specialise in consignments that are dangerous,  
delicate and difficult to move,” says commercial director, 
Doug Overett.

The Reading company has acquired a pair of Ekeri box-
bodied semi-trailers which can be side- as well as rear-
loaded and centrally locked and unlocked from the tractor 
unit’s cab and remotely from CTS’s traffic office. 

All the doors are designed to resist attempts to pry them 
open, the floors are reinforced with 3mm hardened 

aluminium chequer-plate while the sides of the bodies have 
1.5mm steel surfaces. 

Each trailer is equipped with an alarm system which can 
send an audible and visual alert to the traffic office if it comes 
under attack. A tracking system is fitted which ensures that 
CTS can keep tabs on the trailers when they are uncoupled 
from the tractor unit. 

Box-bodied trailers are heavier than curtainsiders and 
more expensive, but keeping a curtainsider secure is argu-
ably more of a challenge.  One option is to reinforce the 
curtains with an anti-slash backing to up to half their height. 

Perhaps better known for its anti-diesel-siphoning devices, 
TISS offers this type of backing under the CurtainSafe 
banner. It uses Kevlar material which can be heat-welded to 
the inside of the curtains either as a retrofit or when the truck 
body or trailer is first constructed. 

Available at heights of up to 3m, one of its big advantages 
is that it does not make it more difficult to open or close the 
curtains says TISS.

Reinforced curtains can be supplemented by a secure TIR 
cord. One end is plugged into the trailer’s air system, the 
other into a security seal and, if the cord is tampered with, 
an alarm sounds in the cab. An alert can be sent straight to 
the operator.

If somebody does manage to get into the cargo area then 
they need to be spotted as quickly as possible. Onboard 
CCTV, combined with CO2 monitors, can help.

That’s the view of AET International. For £999 its Driver 
Buddy 4 package includes four infrared cameras which can 

3mm
Thickness of Ekeri  

aluminium chequer-plate  
floor reinforcement

1.5mm
Thickness of steel side plates 

in Ekeri box body

Kersey has invested in 
Krone Dry Liners for 
added security
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be monitored by means of a dash-
board display. The location of the 
truck is monitored via GPS and 
clandestine entry can be 
recorded on to a restricted-
access SD card.

Spend £1,499 and step up 
to Driver Buddy 4+ and the 
package can include higher-
resolution cameras plus units that 
monitor rises in CO2 levels and detect motion 
using infra-red sensors. The vehicle is tracked 
continuously and an alert transmitted to the operator’s 
headquarters if there is a problem.

A Driver Buddy Defence smartphone app is also available 
which allows drivers to record tagged photographs of the 
security checks they have carried out and upload them to a 
secure server. They can then be produced as evidence 
should the authorities suggest that proper checks may not 
have been made.

Operators who never venture outside the UK are of course 
more interested in combating thieves than in dealing with 
incursions from migrants. 

Reliable statistics on thefts of and from commercial vehi-
cles are hard to come by, says Road Haulage Association 
security manager Chrys Rampley, but figures from Freight 
Watch International show that in 2014 Britain was the third 
worst place in Europe for cargo theft, beaten only by the 
Netherlands and Germany.

Attempts to combat it include the establishment of a full-
time freight desk by the National Vehicle Crime Intelligence 
Service (NaVCIS) at its headquarters at the College of 
Policing near Coventry. 

The desk gathers statistics and intelligence on crime that 
affects the road transport industry, raises awareness of the 
challenge posed and helps to coordinate efforts by police 
forces to combat the criminals involved.

Protecting against theft

Better physical protection can help frustrate the light-
fingered. Maple Fleet Services offers the pneumatically-
operated Freightlock, an internally-mounted slam lock suit-
able for both roller shutters and barn doors. 
When they are shut, they lock automatically.

A variation on the Freightlock theme is one 

“We’ve just had a stolen 
Mercedes-Benz Sprinter  

recovered within two hours”
Andy Barrs, Tracker

CTS Group has acquired 
two Ekeri semi-trailers, 
which can be centrally 
and remotely controlled
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d e s i g n e d 
specifically for the 
sort of narrow-slat shut-

ters fitted to, for example, lockers on fire 
appliances. Hit a switch mounted on the truck 
and all the shutters that are already closed will be 
locked. Those that remain open will lock automatically when 
they are shut again. 

An alternative for fleets is to fit Maple’s mechanical Slam-
Secure lock. Externally-mounted, which means it can act as 
a deterrent, and compatible with the throw-over-style 
handles typically found on truck load area doors, its jaws 
clamp the handle into place.

Such secure doors must be opened by the drivers, of 
course, who must also be certain that they haven’t been 
unlocked during the journey. One obvious step is to restrict 
access to keys. Better yet, do away with keys completely and 
fit a combined electronic seal and lock which can be locked 
and unlocked by keying in a pin. 

Go one stage further and you can lock and unlock  
the doors remotely, only unlocking them if there is an  
emergency or once you are sure the truck has reached its 
destination.

Maple provides just such a package under the Integritas 
banner, developed in conjunction with door manufacturer JR 
Industries. Launched at last year’s Commercial Vehicle 
Show, it offers the additional option of using touch keys which 
are issued to individual employees who can only use them 
on designated vehicles. 

Every door opening is captured as part of an audit trail 
which can be uploaded to a remote server automatically. An 
alert can be triggered if the opening is unauthorised.

“If you rely on a plastic seal instead, there is always the 
risk that it will be carefully glued back together if a door is 
opened illicitly and the seal is broken,” says Maple marketing 
manager Paul Nunn. 

Integritas costs from £500 to £700 depending on the type 
of door it is fitted to.

A problem for many operators is that they may need to 
leave the keys in the ignition with the engine running because 
they require the engine to power, say, a lorry-mounted 
crane. As a consequence, there is always the risk that some-
body will jump into the cab and drive off with the vehicle.

In response, Maple has developed DriveLock. Authorised 
drivers are equipped with uniquely-coded transponders. If 
anyone without one tries to move the vehicle, it will immo-
bilise and the horn will sound if they try to restart the engine. 

An alternative approach allows the engine to be run 
without the key in the ignition. If anybody attempts to drive 
away with the vehicle the engine will shut down and will only 

restart when the ignition key is inserted. A transponder-
based immobiliser can be fitted to vehicles that may not have 
a factory-fitted one – or need another layer of security – that 
arms and disarms itself as the transponder moves in and 
out of range. 

Alarms can be added that can protect the cab or the load 
area, or both, with the possibility of having a text message 
alert sent to the driver’s phone if he or she is away from the 
vehicle and the alarm is triggered.

 Maple also supplies a device that will gradually slow a 
truck down to near walking-pace if it is hijacked and which 
can be triggered remotely if required. Legislation forbids the 
installation of anything that will bring a vehicle to a shud-
dering halt.

The idea is that the device will start to slow the vehicle 
when it is some way away from the driver, who may other-
wise be the victim of a revenge assault by the thieves. 

Drivers should, of course, be instructed never to fight back 
against hijackers.

A number of suppliers, including Locks 4 Vans and 
Expresslock, offer additional locks for light commercials 
including deadlocks and slamlocks. Expresslock sells the 
£155 Snaplock which ensures a van’s side door automatically 
locks whenever it is closed. A version of the same lock for 
the back doors is marketed for £145.

One option worth considering is fitting reinforcing plates, 
designed to prevent the factory-fitted locks from being 
forced open. Armaplate is the most prominent supplier. 

If a van, truck or trailer is stolen despite all these precau-
tions then all may not be lost if a tracking device has  
been fitted. 

Before Christmas, a new Citroën Dispatch taken by thieves 
who stole the keys from the owner’s home was recovered 
by the police within an hour of being alerted. 

The van was equipped with the Teletrac Navman  
telematics platform Citroën fits to its light 
commercials and the Trackstar system included 
with the platform.

£700
Maximum cost of Integritas 

remotely-accessed  
security doors

95%
Recovery rate for  

Tracker vehicle  
tracking system

Insight: Security

“It’s advisable to make arrangements 
with other operators so trucks can be 
parked at each other’s premises”
Chrys Rampley, Road Haulage Association
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Insight: Security

The majority of vehicles fitted with another 
system, Tracker, are recovered rapidly too, 
says Tracker’s head of police liason,  

Andy Barrs. 
“We’ve just had a Mercedes-Benz Sprinter retrieved in 

London within two hours of being taken,” he reports. “We 
usually fit the commercial vehicles we protect with a VHF 
tracking system and the recovery rate is 95%,” he continues. 

“A VHF system is extremely difficult to jam compared with 
those that rely on GPS/GSM.”

Prices start at £249, he says; a modest amount given the 
value of a truck and its load. “It’s also worth noting that we 
offer a tracking unit with a five-year battery life,” he says. 
“That makes sense if you want to protect a trailer that may 
be left parked somewhere for a while.”

Tracking systems, often part of a more comprehensive 
telematics system whcih will monitor driver behaviour 
behind the wheel, can have multiple advantahes –protecting 
both vehicle and the driver. 

They can provide data ranging from simple location 
updates every few hours to real-time telematics which adds 
speed and fuel consumption to live location alerts.

Systems such as Quartix throw routing and scheduling  
into the mix allowing operators to identify the most efficient 
routes, particularly for multi-drop businesses. This can  
also include elements of security by avoiding accident or 
theft blackspots.

In addition, understanding truck and van positions enables 
you to locate the vehicle cloest to any specific job site. 
Despatching the truck with the shortest distance to travel 
not only reduces fuel usage, but also the chances of inci-
dents by lowering total fleet mileage. 

The more miles travelled, the greater the 
likelihood of being involved in an incident.

Accurately tracking your fleet with GPS means you 
will always know where your vehicles and drivers are. 

Should they suffer breadown or be invlved in an accident, 
you will be able to alert the relevant authorities quickly.

Anti-theft trackers are the simplest available and range in 
proce from £300-500 per vehicle.

More complex fleet tracking systems tend to be subscrip-
tion-based. Expect to pay around £10 per month, with an 
additional fee to add or remove a unit of around £100.

However, all these devices may end up proving valueless 
if drivers fail to adopt a few basic security measures.

They should always drive with the cab and load area doors 
locked, remember to take keys out of the ignition and lock 
the vehicle when they are refuelling at a service station or 
making a delivery. If they believe they are being followed then 
they should alert home base and, if necessary, ring the 
police. If they have to park somewhere overnight then ideally 
they should do so at a secure truck stop. 

If they have no other option, they should park in a well-lit 
area where other trucks are present. Parking back-to-back 
ensures that thieves cannot access either set of rear doors. 

“It’s also advisable for operators to make arrangements 
with other operators so that their trucks can be parked at 
each other’s premises,” says Rampley. 

Be cautious about divulging information on loads, routes 
and departure and arrival times that could be used to plan 
a robbery, and try to vary routes and times if at all possible. 

Ensure that all corporate clothing, keys and identity cards 
are handed back when a driver leaves the company’s 
employment. And check licences, CVs and references.

Keeping thieves at bay: 
commercialfleet.org/

secure-van

Online

Tel: 01474 560077

www.locks4vans.co.uk  
Email: sales@locks4vans.co.uk

Unit C4 Imperial Business Estate West Mill, Gravesend, Kent DA11 0DL
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What is Fleets Informed?
The Commercial Fleet Fleets Informed programme is designed 

to deliver comprehensive advice and knowledge to fleet  

decision-makers on a range of key topics to assist them with the 

efficient and effective running of their vans and trucks.

The programme, which will run throughout 2016, extends 

across print, website and events with four commercial partners 

providing insight. 

It will play a key role in achieving the Commercial Fleet 

brand objective of providing companies operating vans and 

trucks with insight, analysis and best practice to enable them to 

maximise their fleet efficiencies and effectiveness.

Each commercial partner will provide insight into the major 

areas of fleet operations to give decision-makers new ideas, 

possible to solutions to long-standing problems and spark some  

alternative thinking.

As the business of running a fleet in the 21st century continues 

to evolve, these partners will help companies to stay in the 

vanguard of new developments as they come to market during 

the course of 2016.

Important dates to watch out for include:

■ March: Introduction to the four Fleets Informed  

partners and the topics they are covering in Commercial Fleet  

and on the website.

■ April: Discussion debate via a partner roundtable on the big 

issues facing fleets will be published in Commercial Fleet and  

on the website.

■ May: Interview with each partner on how fleets can improve 

their operational efficiencies in Commercial Fleet and on  

the website.

■ July: Fleet case studies focusing on the four Fleets Informed 

topics will share best practice in Commercial Fleet and  

on the website.

■ September 21: Each topic becomes a feature stream at the  

Van and Truck Show (see commercialfleetvanandtruck.co.uk for 

more information).

In addition, all the content will be hosted in a dedicated  

Fleets Informed section on the Commercial Fleet website – 

commercialfleet.org/fleets-informed  – which will go live from 

March 31. The four partners will also upload their own addi-

tional content to the online area.

Commercial Fleet editor-in-chief Stephen Briers said: “Fleets 

Informed taps into the knowledge of respected industry 

suppliers to provide our readers with insight and best practice. 

The four areas selected will be relevant to everyone with 

responsibility for managing vans and trucks and will give 

nuggets of information usually only available as part of a 

supplier consultation.”



The partners 

LIVERY/WRAPPING

SOFTWARE

OUTSOURCED FLEET 
MANAGEMENT

RENTAL

Aura Graphics: one of Europe’s leading commercial 
graphics and visual communications companies

Fleet Check: specialists in fleet consultancy 
and fleet management services

BT Fleet: award-winning fleet management, vehicle 
maintenance and accident management

Flex-E-Rent: specialist commercial and accessible 

vehicle solution for business and community rentals
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INTO THE GROOVE: TYRE 
MANAGEMENT MADE EASY
Extending the working lives of tyres – and improving their performance – can be achieved in  
a variety of ways. We investigate stopping distance, regrooving and minimum tread levels

By John Charles

ark Cartwright, head of vans and LCVs at the 
Freight Transport Association (FTA) which 
manages the Van Excellence best practice 
initiative, sums up the issue: “Pretty much 
every truck operator I’ve ever spoken to has 
some form of tyre management policy. We 
can’t say the same for van operators.”

A recent FTA survey revealed that almost a third of its van 
operating members did not have a formal policy in place. 
What’s more, with tyre technology continually improving, a 
third of respondents had not reviewed tyre management 
policies in the previous 12 months. 

The Van Excellence Code also calls on operators to under-
take pre-use vehicle checks and that includes tread depth.

HGVs tailgating on motorways and dual carriageways is a 
familiar sight – often as a result of attempting to preserve 
hard won speed. A two-second gap or one yard for every 
mph is frequently highlighted as best practice, but that 
generally refers to cars and even that time span or distance 
may not provide enough road space for drivers to react to 
what’s happening ahead and the stopping distance required. 

The FTA’s The Good Lorry Code/The Good Van Code says: “At 
40mph a car needs a total of 36 metres to stop and at 50mph 
53 metres. Commercial vehicles need far greater distances 
– almost twice those listed.”

Tyres are central to the calculations. While the law high-
lights legal tyre tread depths for all vehicles, experts say 
stopping distances for light and heavy commercial vehicles 
are influenced by numerous other factors including: overall 
tyre condition including pressure, tyre compound and tread 
pattern as well as the size, weight, load carried and speed 
of the vehicle and road surface and weather conditions.

Tread carefully: when to replace
Russell Adams, commercial vehicle engineer, corporate 
sales, Lex Autolease, believes it is best practice to have a 
2mm minimum replacement policy. However, dependeing 
on the type of goods and services being delivered across 
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M

The Highway Code contains 
stopping distances for cars, but 
none for commercial vehicles

1.6mm
Legal minimum for  

van tyre tread  
levels (trucks 1mm)

73
Typical stopping distance  

in metres at 60mph  
(double for trucks)

various industries nationwide, there could be an advantage 
to changing tyres at 3mm, particularly in the cold and wet 
winter months.

“Tyres on commercial vehicles bear the brunt of heavy 
work, carrying loads or undertaking multiple drops, often in 
tough working environments. Rough ground or repeated 
kerb scuffing can also cause high levels of damage and wear 
way beyond that of a car tyre,” Adams says.

Tyres are complex components that have been engineered 
to work in harmony with a vehicle’s braking, steering and 
suspension system. When a tyre is under-inflated, it contains 
insufficient air to support the weight of the van properly. This 
can adversely affect acceleration, braking and cornering 
potentially making driving unsafe. 

Under-inflated tyres experience rapid wear in the shoulder 
area of the tread as more of the load is supported here.

Therefore, it is vital businesses promote a duty of care and 
make drivers aware of their responsibilities and the risks 
faced if found to be driving on an illegal tyre.

“Driving on over-inflated tyres will also result in higher 
wear in the centre of the tread. Keeping tyres inflated to the 
recommended pressure for the vehicle and load ensures an 
even contact distribution and a more even wear rate, helping 
to make tyres last longer,” says Adams.

“All van operators should ensure that tyre checks are 
included in the driver’s daily vehicle walk round checks, and 
have a process in place for drivers to report any tyre defects 
and a facility to check tyre pressures at least once a month. 
It would also be best practice to have a tyre supplier carry 
out a monthly tyre report on all their vans to ensure they are 
operating within the law. 

“Similarly, it would also be best practice to keep the tyre 
inspection reports for a minimum of six months.”

One of the most important things drivers should look for 

“Keeping tyres inflated to the recommended 
pressure for the vehicle and load ensures an 
even wear rate, helping tyres to last longer”
Russell Adams, Lex Autolease

Car stopping distances* 

Source: Highway Code

Speed Distance to Stop Car lengths

20 mph 12m or 40ft 3 

30 mph 23m or 75ft 6 

40 mph 36m or 118ft 9 

50 mph 53m or 175ft 13 

60 mph 73m or 240ft 18 

70 mph 96m or 315ft 24

* For HGVs, approx. double the stopping distances
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Thousands of van tyres are replaced because of damage 
and long before tread depths become an operator concern, 
according to Jamie McWhir, customer engineering support 
manager, car, van and 4x4 at Michelin.

He says that one of the most important issues was for 
fleets to teach van drivers to mount kerbs at an angle so Òthe 
tyre tread takes the hit rather than the side wallÓ. 

McWhir estimates that 20-25% of van tyres are replaced 
early due to in-life damage, rising to up to 40% on vehicles 
operating in urban areas.

While tyre tread depth is important, he says checking for 
tyre damage was Òat least as important, if not more soÓ. 
Drivers and managers should be keeping a watchful eye out 
for any bulges, lumps or cuts to tread and sidewalls, while 
also checking for stones or other objects that may be 
embedded in tread, as tyre damage can result.

‘Twinning’, regrooving and ‘turning on the rim’
Most car and van tyres have a tread depth of 8mm when 
new, with some up to 10mm, while truck tyre tread depths 
vary enormously and can be up to about 22mm. 

Best practice indicates that tyre replacement should take 
place when tread depths are at 2-3mm, but truck operators 
are able to preserve tyre life through a variety of techniques 
such as regrooving and turning on the rim.

Tyre firms say self-imposing a 3mm limit is ideal for a 
number of reasons, including the ability to regroove tyres at 
that depth to give improved grip and traction and extending 
tyre life while also delivering fuel efficiency improvements 
of up to 10%. 

With less tread there is a higher risk that the recutting 
blade will cut through to the base rubber and to the cords, 
which in turn can damage the tyre.

Regrooving is advocated by Michelin and typically 
improves tyre life by 25% with the tread depth 

in their daily checks is tyre condition Ð deep cuts or damage 
to the tyre walls, ensuring there is no cord visible on the 
tyres, and that all wheel nuts are secure and tightened prop-
erly- tread depth and pressure.

Any irregular wear on the tyres should also be checked  
as that will severely affect the life, durability and safety of  
the tyres. 

Kwik Fit recommends van fleets adopt a replacement 
policy at 2mm. However fleet director Peter Lambert is 
concerned about the discrepancy between legal tyre tread 
limits for commercial vehicles above and below 3.5 tonnes.

ÒThe minimum tread depth that applies to cars and LCVs 
should be applicable to heavier vehicles unless there are 
very good reasons for the 1mm tread depth applying,Ó he 
says. ÒTwo similarly sized vans, but with a gross vehicle 
weight either side of the 3.5-tonne mark, will be subject to 
different tyre laws.Ó

TyreSafe says it campaigns in line with current legislation 
and duty of care regulations, and as such focuses its 
message on fleets changing vehicle tyres before tread 
depths become illegal.

Chairman Stuart Jackson says that, to the best of his 
knowledge, there had not been a rigorous study undertaken 
on the impact of tread depth on LCV and HGV stopping 
distances. ÒAs the legal limits imply, the impact of tread 
depth on LCV tyre performance is very similar to that on 
cars, while the extra weight of HGVs makes them less sensi-
tive to tread depth,Ó he says.

ÒHowever, a tyre with lower tread depth is less effective at 
removing water from the road, leading to longer stopping 
distances and reduced road safety. It has been shown that 
braking distance in wet weather from 50mph to standstill of 
a tyre with only 1.6mm of tread depth is almost 12 metres 
longer than with a new tyre, which dramatically raises the 
chances of a collision.Ó 

The way operators manage 
tyres can vary enormously

Savoury food brand 
Ginsters Van Sales  
operates 150 vans  
with fortnightly tyre 
inspections carried out  
by the company’s tyre 
supplier experts. Fleet 
continuous improvement 
manager Andrew Gibbons 
said: “Vans average 1,000 
miles per week and all 
tyres with less than 2mm 
of tread remaining are 
replaced at each visit. 
Any tyre with under 3mm 
of tread remaining is 
reported and replacement 
arranged at the next 
inspection visit.” 

CASE STUDY: 
GINSTERS 
VAN SALES
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rejuvenated to that of a half-worn tyre. Regrooving 
consists of cutting a pattern into a tyre’s base 
rubber to effectively regenerating the tread depth 

pattern thus giving improved grip. 
TyreSafe, the not-for-profit tyre safety organisation, says 

budget tyres might not be designed with enough extra 
rubber to regroove.

Chris Smith, Michelin head of truck marketing, says fleets 
are more likely to regroove premium tyres, adding that the 
policy is most likely to apply to “road-going” operators and 
not trucks that operate in particularly arduous conditions 
such as quarries and construction sites where “stresses and 
strains would rip rubber to pieces at low tread”.

Additionally, as few trucks return to their home depot daily, 
adopting a 3mm replacement policy provides flexibility 
around the 1mm legal limit. 

“Transport operations are not running as much risk as they 
would be if operating to the legal limit,” says Smith.

Meanwhile, a ‘turn on the rim’ is when a tyre is demounted 
and refitted after being turned around so that the inner and 
outer lanes of tread are effectively swapped over to maximise 
tyre life. ATS Euromaster calculates that turning a tyre 
extends its life by 20%.

Marc Preedy, commercial director at Goodyear Dunlop UK 
and Ireland, is seeing more fleet attention to ‘tyre husbandry’. 

“We are finding customers are increasingly adopting highly 
vigilant tyre maintenance policies,” he says. 

“Strong tyre husbandry not only improves safety and 
reduces any downtime for the fleet, but it can also reduce 
the total cost of ownership of tyres. Many of our larger fleet 
customers opt for a bespoke on-site service from Truck-
Force, our dedicated fleet services provider.

“It is a common occurrence on trucks that one side of the 
tyre tread will wear greater than the other. Turning a tyre on 
its rim compensates for the varying shoulder wear and 
allows the difference in tread to balance out. Simply turning 
the tyre before the tread is below 3mm, on the side which 
shows the greater wear, will help it reach its optimum life.”

Preedy also advocates ‘twinning’ to prolong tyre life. 
“When two of the same tyres are mounted on either side of 
the axle, operators may think that they will wear at the same 
rate,” he explains. 

“However, the contact that the individual tyres have with 
the road throughout a journey may differ. As a result, an 
uneven tread depth can develop between the tyres; this can 
cause uneven wear and increase the chances of a puncture. 
This requires monitoring. Twinned tyres should not have 
more than a 3-4mm difference between them.”

Ray Engley, head of technical services at the Road Haulage 
Association, says the way operators manage tyres varies 
enormously. Many fleets operate a tyre management 
scheme with manufacturers or retail outlets, where the 
maximum tread life and casing viability is managed. 

“In these scenarios tyres are regrooved at 2-3mm to 

maximise first life use, casings are then recycled as 
remoulds for second and third lives depending on the types 
of operation vehicles are involved in,” he says. “Other opera-
tors will maximise first life casing and only use new tyres.”

Tyres and stopping distance
Michelin says that linking tyre tread depths to stopping 
distances is “too simplistic a view” and points out that with 
the 2012 introduction of tyre labelling it is easier to see vast 
differences in the performance of new tyres.

Tyres are graded according to wet grip, fuel efficiency and 
external noise. 

“Even at the top end where tyres are labelled A, B or C 
with budget tyres lower down the labelling regime, there is 
a 15% swing between the wet grip performance of tyres 
within a grade,” says Michelin truck tyre technical manager 
Rob Blurton. 

“That equates to a stopping difference of around 4.5 metres 
for two new tyres.”

He estimates that stopping distance performance would 
be even greater on two-thirds worn tyres, but sees a differ-
ence when it comes to quality. 

“Michelin tyres when two-thirds worn have very compa-
rable stopping distances to new because of the investment 
made in innovative technology,” he says. 

Best practice dictates that fleets typically replace 
tyres when tread depth reaches 2-3mm, but 
experts say the daily checking of overall tyre 
condition is a critical aspect of managing safety.

Travis Perkins, which operates 4,000 light and 
heavy commercial vehicles, operates a 3mm 
replacement policy across the board.

Group fleet director Graham Bellman says 
drivers should do their own checks. Highlighting 
that it is easier for van drivers to undertake tyre 
checks than for a truck driver, Bellman says: “If 
the tread is down to 3mm on a truck then it will 

possibly be close to 1mm somewhere on the tyre.”
Good tyre husbandry can extend the life of tyres 

and on trucks that includes turning tyres on the 
rim and regrooving, both advocated by Bellman.

“Tyre technology is progressing at a rapid pace,” 
says Bellman. “Kerbing is the number one tyre 
damage factor on our trucks. Our professional 
drivers are trained to spot that if tyre lettering  
is worn off it needs turning. With an eye on  
environmental impact we need to get the most out 
of tyres. Regrooving has come a long way and is 
something we are comfortable with.”

CASE STUDY: TRAVIS PERKINS

Above: Michelin X Multi  
tyre: shorter stopping  
distance needed

Regrooving involves  
cutting new tread into  

a tyre’s rubber

2mm
Replacement tread  

level used by  
many operators
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Lower quality tyres can take up to an additional 13 metres 
to bring the vehicle to standstill, Blurton claims.

Those 13 metres are the equivalent of three family hatch-
backs in a queue of traffic; under emergency braking condi-
tions that’s potentially the difference between avoiding a 
collision and a multi-vehicle pile-up.

Smith  says: “Looking at tread depth alone is too simplistic 
and so much is based on tread design, compounds, mate-
rials and the investment in new technologies.” 

And commercial vehicle stopping distances are further 
impacted by vehicle weight and the load carried.

“Stopping distances for cars are equally simplistic in our 
view and that multiplies for HGVs,” adds Smith. 

“An empty 18-tonne truck and a full 44-tonne truck will not 
stop in the same distance, while the choice of tyre brand and 
make will also have an impact.”

Michelin’s van tyres are designed to run to 3mm and below. 
McWhir says that stopping distances between new – up to 
10mm of tread – and 3mm were marginal and “not even a 
van length”.

However, he argues that crucial to stopping quickly is for 
drivers to hit the brake pedal uniformly, notably when tread 
reduces to below 3mm.

Tyre compound and tread pattern have a major influence 
on stopping distances, according to McWhir. “I would rather 
have 3mm of tread remaining on a premium tyre than more 
than 8mm of tread on a budget tyre,” he says. “If the 
compound and tread pattern do not function as they should 
then tread depth will not make a huge amount of difference.”

McWhir recommends that fleets run as good quality of tyre 
as possible. “Cheap tyres can be a false economy in terms 
of their fuel efficiency, performance and safety as well as the 
need to replace more frequently than a premium tyre – and 
that impacts on vehicle downtime,” he says.

Engley emphasizes the significance of new labelling. “With 
the advent of tyre labelling operators are able to gauge the 
suitability of individual tyre patterns in respect of stopping 
distances in dry and wet conditions – the difference can be 
quite significant,” he says. 

Continental Tyre Group recommends tyre replacement at 
3mm for light vans. The company’s general policy for HGVs 
is 2mm but, says Steve Howat, general manager technical 
services, that can vary dependant on vehicle usage and 
application. “The role of the tread pattern is to help eliminate 
the water between the tyre and the road surface,” he says. 

“Many factors, including speed, the depth of water on the 
road surface, the load being applied to the tyre and inflation 
pressure, will all impact on how efficient the tyre is in 

dispersing water between the tyre and road surface. On light 
vans up to 3.5 tonnes, the remaining tread depth has a much 
higher influence on wet performance.”

Tests by the Motor Industry Research Association (MIRA) 
provide a “very clear” indication of the deterioration in wet 
braking performance, says Howat, with a difference between 
a new tyre and a tyre at 1.6mm being five vehicle lengths. 
Where the new tyre had stopped, a tyre at 1.6mm was still 
travelling at 35mph. 

“For larger commercial vehicles the correlation between 
wet braking distance and tread depth is not so straightfor-
ward due to loading, higher inflation pressures and speed 
– it is unlikely a truck will experience an aquaplaning situa-
tion,” he adds.

Other factors that can reduce a tyre’s lifespan
Experts also emphasise the importance of operating vans 
on the correct tyre pressure for the load being carried. 

“A 10-15% reduction in tyre pressure, which is not unusual 
on a van, can extend stopping distances by 2-3 metres,”  
says McWhir. “Checking tyre pressures and for tyre damage 
is vital.”

Preedy agrees, adding that tyre length of service is also 
affected. “Tyre pressures are key to an effective tyre 
management programme: under inflated or overinflated 
tyres can significantly impact on tyre life,” he adds.

Vehicles will always stop more quickly in the dry than in 
the wet because there is greater friction. In the wet, stopping 
distances will vary hugely due to the type of road surface 
and the speed and weight of the vehicle, but will typically be 
extended by 25-30%, according to McWhir. 

“The best way to maximise stopping distances is to take 
account of all factors in terms of tyre quality and condition 
and add in elements of driver training,” he says.

What’s more, replacing a tyre early in its life means 
optimum fuel efficiency is not being obtained. A new tyre has 
more rolling resistance than a part worn one, so replacing 
a tyre at, for example, 5mm impacts on fuel economy as 
with lower tread there is less rubber.

Safe stopping distances are not affected by tyre tread alone 
and, say experts, it is “marginal gains” in areas such as 
compound, tread pattern, tyre pressure and overall tyre 
condition as well as the size, speed and weight of vehicle that 
are critical. While most truck fleets’ policies stipulate a 3mm 
tyre tread depth limit, the advent of new technology enabling 
the automated inspection of tyres is likely to see a concerted 
move downwards towards a 1mm legal limit.

Indeed, commercial fleets that have outsourced their tyre 
management to Michelin Solutions – 70,000 
commercial vehicles are currently managed, with 
the majority being HGVs – have already started to 

What the law says on tyre tread depth
There are different legal minimum tyre tread 
depths for vans and commercial vehicles with 
a gross vehicle weight above 3.5 tonnes.

The legal minimum tyre tread depth for vans 
as well as cars, eight-seater vehicles and light 
trailers, including caravans up to 3.5 tonnes is 
1.6mm. The 1.6mm should be in a continuous 
band throughout the central three-quarters of 
the tread width, throughout the whole of the 
circumference.

Any vehicle with a gross vehicle weight 
above 3.5 tonnes – or a motorcycle above 50cc 
– must have tyres in which the grooves of the 
tread pattern have a depth of a least 1mm 

throughout a continuous band measuring at 
least three-quarters of the breadth of the tread 
and round the entire outer circumference of 
the tyre. The same regulation applies to 
regrooved tyres. 

The driver of the vehicle is responsible  
for making sure all tyres are legal and in a 
roadworthy condition. The penalty for driving 
with an illegal tyre is £2,500 and three penalty 
points per tyre. 

Businesses can also be prosecuted for 
committing offences such as fitting illegal 
tyres. The maximum penalty is £20,000 under 
the Health and Safety Offences Act.

London-based Pimlico 
Plumbers operates a fleet 
of more than 150 light 
commercial vehicles, with 
tyres replaced at the 
1.6mm legal limit. 

However, workshop 
manager Andy Wilsher 
says: “All of our vans 
come into the workshops 
at least three times a 
year for inspections and 
service. If tyre tread 
depths are about 2mm or 
below, and there is a 
belief the tyre will  
not make the next  
scheduled inspection,  
we will replace.”

Tristan Campbell, in 
charge of whisky firm 
Chivas Brothers’ fleet, 
which includes 60 LCVs, 
operates a 2mm tyre 
replacement policy as 
recommended by vehicle 
supplier Lex Autolease.

He says: “Operating to 
2mm provides the 
company with a little 
flexibility above the 
1.6mm legal minimum.”

CASE STUDY: 
PIMLICO 
PLUMBERS/
CHIVAS 
BROTHERS

“Looking at tread 
depth alone is 
too simplistic 
and so much is 
based on tread 

design, compounds, materials 
and the investment in new 
technologies”
Chris Smith, Michelin
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migrate policy limits down to 2mm because they 
want to obtain the maximum amount of tyre life. 
Apart from management report information, the 

move is aided by a tough mandatory inspection regime that 
is further supported by in-house checks. 

“The next five years will be a massive transition period for 
the tyre industry as it moves forward in terms of technology 
and improving tyre performance,” says Smith. “That will give 
fleets more confidence in moving [truck] tyre replacement 
policies down to 1mm.”

Currently, the monitoring of tyres is largely manual, but 
the advent of digital tools is set to change the face of inspec-
tions and give confidence to operators to extend tyre replace-
ment policies. 

Michelin calculates that each millimetre of tread equates 
to 9,000-12,000 miles for truck operators with an estimated 
15% of the potential performance of tyres remaining unex-
ploited equating to a 15% hole in fleets’ budgets. 

Developments to plug that hole have already started with 
last year’s launch by Michelin of ‘Tire Care’, which initially 
comprises a suite of three digital and connected solutions.

The new tools include ‘TireLog’, a free smartphone app 
that includes the ability to monitor tyre wear, and two 
chargeable services: ‘iCheck’, a tool to monitor pressures, 
tread depths and general condition of tyres with data 
reported online, and ‘iManage’ which involves the collection 
of all tyre-related data, including tread wear, via radio 
frequency identification tags fitted to tyres and connected to 
the Tyre Pressure Monitoring System and fleet’s portal. 

The latest DVSA data reveals that, in 2014/15, tyre condition 
was the number one prohibition defect of all vans inspected 
at the roadside (at 29.3%). For HGVs tyre condition (5%) was 
the second most common. 

Last year, TyreSafe, in partnership with Highways England, 
conducted a national survey of the tread depth of tyres at the 

Gary Banister, national 
account manager at Hitachi 
Capital Commercial Vehicle 
Solutions, says the decision 
on when to replace tyres on 
vans and trucks was 
customer-dependent. 

“Some customers look to maximise a tyre’s 
life so will run tyres to the safe, legal depth 
before replacing. Other customers can be 
more cautious and therefore have a 3mm 
limit, requiring a replacement for any tyre 
under this depth,” he says.

“Replacing ahead of the legal limit offers a 
wider safety margin and ensures all vehicles 
are always compliant. Some argue this also 
increases safety, but regular checks – which 
are part of a company’s duty of care and 
operational requirements – will ensure all 
vehicles are compliant. 

“The disadvantage of this approach is 
increased operating cost. Replacing a tyre 
ahead of schedule generates additional waste 
and fleets are losing some of the operating 
life of that tyre by replacing early.”

As a result, there is no single depth that 
Hitachi Capital advises fleets for changing 
their tyres, as each business is different. 

However, the majority of customers choose 
to replace tyres at 2mm, which Banister calls 
“a good balance between safety and cost 
effectiveness”.

Vehicle mileage and usage schedules also 
impact fleet operator attitudes to tyre 
replacement. “Vehicles, such as a road 
gritter, may only cover limited mileages  
but at critical times or in poor weather  
conditions,” says Banister. “Here, it could be 
advised to replace the tyres ahead of the 
tread limit, as tyre performance is critical.”

London’s leading construction waste  
management company Waste Disposal,  
which has won a host of fleet safety awards, 
operates an 85-strong HGV fleet.

Managing director Jacqueline O’Donovan, 
leads the company’s significant occupational 
road risk management focus.

“Company policy is to always put new 
tyres on the front axles and remoulds on the 
rear,” she says. 

“That’s because the rear tyres get abused 

more due to the ground conditions we 
operate in. We set our own tyre tread depth 
limit of 3mm but we change as soon as they 
reach 5mm to be on the safe side and send 
back the remoulds for re-cutting. We monitor 
tyres with our own tyre fitter when they’re 
flagged at 7mm to ensure they’re changed  
at 5mm.  

“Additionally, we have a monthly tyre audit 
carried out by our tyre company to check all 
tyres are safe and in good order.”

CASE STUDY: HITACHI CAPITAL  
COMMERCIAL VEHICLE SOLUTIONS

CASE STUDY: O’DONOVAN WASTE DISPOSAL

Michelins’ TireLog: a free tyre management app for smartphones

point of replacement across Britain. More than 100,000 car 
and van tyres were surveyed from more than 800 outlets 
across England, Scotland and Wales. 

Of the almost 6,000 tyres removed from LCVs that were 
studied, 1,220 (21.7%) were illegal and 2,299 (40.9%) were 
classed as “borderline” meaning that less than 2mm of 
tread was remaining. 

Kwik Fit says 15-20% of tyres it removes from vans are 
illegal with “a lot” borderline. A “significant number” are 
replaced at about 2mm. 

Automotional, which provides risk management services, 
says tread depth ‘company limits’ typically range from the 
legal minimum up to 3mm.

However, director Andy Neale says, particularly in respect 
of van tyres: “With modern service intervals being what they 
are many company vehicles are being driven with illegal 
tyres fitted and not just from worn-out tread patterns but 
from cuts and splits to being poorly inflated. The latter being 
particularly relevant in light and medium-sized commercials 
with the disparity between laden and unladen.

In contrast, Michelin says that the number of illegal tyres 
removed from trucks is “a low single figure percentage at 
worst” and that’s because of the regulatory inspection 
regime – independent inspections ordered by many fleets 
and operators  – requiring drivers to undertake daily checks.  

“Commercial vehicle operators are more careful with tyre 
maintenance,” says Smith. “If they fall foul of the DVSA they 
could be out of business.”

Find out more about 
tyre care at: 

fleetnews.co.uk/tyres

Online

15-20%
Proportion of illegal tyres 

removed from vans on 
average by Kwik Fit
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The UK and Europe’s largest used vehicle marketplace

Log on to bca.co.uk or call 0844 875 3480

Used LCV values rise in 
short trading month

Advertisement feature

T
he headline average value of a used 

LCV sold at BCA climbed in 

December, as average values 

improved for the fourth consecutive month, 

according to the company’s latest Pulse 

report. However, the rise in value reflected 

an increase in cherry-picking by 

professional buyers in a market short of 

stock in the run-up to Christmas.  

Values for LCVs sold at BCA averaged 

£5,810 in December, the highest point this 

year and the second highest value on 

record.   

Year-on-year values were down by £60, 

while performance against CAP was 

down by two percentage points compared 

to 2014, with the average van in 2015 

being around one month younger and 

1,000 miles lower.

BCA’s LCV operations director, Duncan 

Ward, commented: “December is a short 

trading month with many vendors holding 

vehicles back for the New Year, making 

stock scarce and focusing buyer demand.  

“As a result, values for the best presented 

vans typically outstripped price guide 

expectations and there was plenty of 

interest for any vehicles with a retail type 

specification, an unusual configuration or 

special equipment.  

“In contrast, there was less interest from 

buyers for bread and butter stock, and any 

vehicle in poor condition struggled to get the 

buyers’ attention.”

Fleet and lease
The fleet and lease sector recorded average 

values of £6,501 in December, a fall of £50 

compared to November. CAP performance 

fell back slightly to 98.75%, while retained 

value against MRP (Manufacturer 

Recommended Price) fell by nearly half a 

percentage point to 33.54%.   

Year-on-year, values were down by £358 

(5.2%), with performance against MRP down 

by nearly three and a half percentage 

points.

Part-exchange
Average part-exchange LCV values were 

almost static in December, falling by just 

£7 to £4,025 – the second highest monthly 

value ever recorded for part-exchange 

vans at BCA, while year-on-year values 

were ahead by £178 (4.6%).   

CAP average comparisons fell slightly to 

101.22% in December, although CAP 

performance has declined substantially 

over the year and is down by four 

percentage points. Notably, average 

mileage remains substantially lower in 

2015, while average age has fallen by 

around three months.

Nearly-new
Nearly-new LCV values averaged £15,042 in 

December – a decrease of £186 (1.2%) 

compared to November – but still one of the 

highest values on record for nearly-new 

stock in the Pulse report, despite 

performance against CAP declining by over 

two points. 

As always, this has to be taken in the 

context of the very low volumes reaching 

the market and the model mix factor, as 

well as the continuing availability of ‘new 

shape’ models reaching the used market. 

There was an increase in cherry-picking by professional buyers in a market short of 

stock in the run-up to Christmas
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Insight: Remarketing

By Trevor Gehlcken

he end of 2015 saw some big changes in the auction 
market compared with December 2014, with the 
number of vans sold rising by 35% but average 
re-sell values falling by 5.7%.

However, the latest report from the National Asso-
ciation of Motor Auctions (NAMA) showed that, compared to 
November 2015, the average value of used LCVs at auction 
decreased 2.4% from £4,921 to £4,803 in December. 

That was despite the usual month-on-month drop in the 
number of vans offered for sale. Volumes fell by one-third in 
December compared to the previous month, although 
average mileage was up 3.3% to 83,288.

December sales volumes are generally at their lowest 
point in the year as a result of reduced auction sale sched-
ules, a reduction in fresh entries and normal seasonal 
changes in buyer demand, with only the best units on offer 
being sought.

“While sales results in December were traditionally low 
due to a combination of factors, the end of 2015 proved to be 
an outstanding year with a 35% increase over December 
2014,” says Alex Wright, NAMA LCV chairman. 

Despite a rise in average age and mileage, values fell year-
on-year by less than 6% – a strong indication of the strength 
of the market and economy, according to NAMA.

“Generally, we tend to see vendors hold back volume in the 
December market as they fear buyer demand dropping,” 
said Wright. 

“However, in 2015 there was little doubt the strong buyer 
base was in the hall and clicking online to stock up.”

As the country got back to work after the festive period, 

T
LCV sales were expected to pick up sharply, according to 
Gavin Amos, head of valuation services at My Car Check 
Trade, the trade valuations arm of CDL Vehicle Information 
Services. “In the panel van sector, the Volkswagen Trans-
porter remains the dominant player, with retail demand as 
strong as ever,” he says. “Others, such as the Ford Transit 
Custom, are also sought after. It is interesting to witness the 
growth in small concern converters as more people look to 
turn panel vans into do-it-all vehicles.”

In the small van sector, specification and a side-load door 
are key for retail buyers, so low-spec Citroën Nemo, Peugeot 
Bipper and Fiat Fiorino values are falling. Meanwhile, says 
Amos, the 4x4 market is in full swing at this time of year. 

“While prime stock is not widely available, trade buyers 
remain picky about condition and specification,” he says. 
“Basic hard-worked double-cabs are markedly less desir-
able. Amarok continues to be a firm favourite, although it will 
soon face fresh competition, particularly from the long-
awaited Nissan NP300. 

“As there will be a number of new players entering the 
market this year, as well as some excellent updates to 
existing models, it is certainly going to become a more 
complex sector in terms of decision-making as all manufac-
turers have upped their game.”

At BCA Auctions, year-on-year values were slightly down 
by £60 while the average value of used LCVs climbed from 
November to December, up for the fourth consecutive 
month, according to the company’s latest Pulse report.  The 
rise in values reflected an increase in cherry-
picking by professional buyers in a market short 
of stock in the run-up to Christmas. 

5.7%
Decrease in average  
van auction values,  

year-on-year

RISING SUPPLY OF USED VANS 
STARTS TO HIT AUCTION VALUES
Despite general rise in age and mileage, average values fell by less than 6% year-on-year

Transit Custom: much 
sought after at auction

For the latest news on 
the remarketing sector, 
visit commercialfleet.

org/remarketing

Online



As the last Land Rover 
Defender rolled off the 
production line at Solihull, 
after a production run that 
started in 1949, residual value 
experts at Glass’s Guide are 
predicting that the value of 
used examples will rise.

Low mileage examples  
are already being snapped  
up by dealers keen to fulfil  
a burst of consumer interest 
in the model.

Jayson Whittington, 
manager of commercial 
vehicle valuations at Glass’s, 
says Defenders tend to 
perform well at auction due  
to low supply but there had 
been a noticeable increase  
in interest in recent months. 

“While production is only  
now ceasing, order books for 
new Defenders have been 
closed for some months and 
there has been a noticeable 
increase in demand for used 
units at auction, with dealers 
actively seeking out  
late-plated, low mileage  

examples to fulfil what 
appears to be growing retail 
demand,” he says.

“It may be that this 
increased interest is probably, 
in part, being driven by a 
nostalgic urge to own one of 
the final generation of this 
much-loved icon.”

End of line to bring RV rise for Defender

“There has been a noticable 
increase in demand for used 
units at auction”
Jayson Whittington, Glass’s
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Insight: Remarketing

“It is certainly going  
to become a more 
complex sector in terms 
of decision-making as  
all manufacturers have 
upped their game” 
Gavin Amos, My Car Check

What the experts say

Values for LCVs sold at BCA averaged £5,810 in 
December – the highest this year and the second 
highest on record. However, performance against 

CAP was down by 2%, compared with 2014, despite the 
average van being one month younger and 1,000 miles lower.

BCA LCV operations director Duncan Ward says: 
“December is a short trading month and many corporate 
vendors hold vehicles back for the new year, making stock 
scarce and focusing buyer demand. As a result, values for 
the best-presented vans typically outstripped price guide 
expectations and there was plenty of interest for any vehicles 
with a retail type specification, an unusual configuration or 
special equipment. In contrast, there was less interest from 
buyers for bread and butter stock and any vehicle in poor 
condition struggled to get the buyers’ attention.”

Experts at CAP Red Book say January got off to a shaky 
start judging from the auction sales they attended and, while 
attendance levels appeared to be healthy enough, it was 
clear that many buyers were biding their time and watching 
rather than actively bidding. 

“At one sale in particular, despite the best efforts of the 
auctioneers to whip up the crowd, an entire section of vehi-
cles failed to excite buyers and all bar two vehicles that were 
declared as provisional sales,” says senior editor John Watts. 

“At some sales, though, particularly those later in the 
month, professional buyers were out in force and clearly 
buying up vehicles for stock and sending out encouraging 
messages to other traders that, at least for them, retail 
demand must still be strong.” 

February, promises to be hit or miss, says Watts. “Much 
of this we believe is attributable to the condition of stock 
currently in the market,” he adds. 

“It seems there is a clear divide between relatively poor 
condition and duplicated stock at one end and extremely 
clean, desirable stock at the other. Notably, some of the stock 
we have seen from large daily rental companies has been 
in exceptionally good condition, as were the offerings from 
certain large leasing companies which also stood out from 
the rest in terms of condition.”

Watts says he has continued to see many unprepared lots 
that would otherwise have been classified as CAP Average 
condition but fail to achieve the guide prices. 

“Of course, each vehicle has to be judged on its own merit 
and, depending on age, mileage and the extent of damage, 
for some vehicles no amount of preparation is going make 
any difference to the auction sale prices achieved,” he says. 

Land Rover Defender: production 
at Solihull has now ceased

“December is a short 
trading month and many 
corporate vendors hold 
vehicles back for the new 
year, making stock scarce 
and focusing demand” 
Duncan Ward, BCA

“Each vehicle has to  
be judged on its own 
merit and, for some  
vehicles, no amount of 
preparation is going make 
any difference” 
John Watts, CAP
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By Trevor Gehlcken

veco has started 2016 in sparkling form with its new 
Eurocargo being named International truck of the year. 
The middleweight contender has been a fleet favourite 
for some years, but the upgraded model offers a host 
of improvements and additions.

Companies can choose from around 11,000 variants 
while gross vehicle weights range from 7.5 tonnes to 

22 tonnes. There is a choice of day-cab, crew-cab, sleeper-
cab and high-roof sleeper cab models, seven power ratings 
from 160hp to 320hp, 11 transmission options including four 
automated, five manual and two automatic, 15 wheelbases 
from 2,790mm to 6,570mm, a choice of 4x2 or 4x4, plus a 
range of final axle ratios.

In addition to the mainstream rigids, the Eurocargo is avail-
able as a specialist conversion for road sweeper applica-
tions, while the company has reintroduced a full line-up of 
urban artic models. These cater for gross combination 
weights from 18 tonnes to 35 tonnes, making it Iveco’s most 
extensive urban artic range ever.

Another specialist conversion being offered sees the 
maximum gvw increased to 22 tonnes on selected models. 
Iveco achieves this by adding a single wheel lifting axle with 
servo-assisted hydraulic steering, making it particularly 
suited for distribution applications, yet without any impact 
upon vehicle manoeuvrability.

Two engines are available: a four-cylinder 4.5-litre with 
160hp or 190hp and a 6.7-litre with 220hp or 320hp.

There are styling updates to the vehicle’s exterior and 
interior, extra safety systems, a reduction in fuel consump-
tion by up to 8% compared to the old model and the option 
of a new telematics system. 

I

 NEED TO KNOW 
n Around 11,000 variants available

n Gross vehicle weight from 7.5-22 tonnes

n Fuel consumption cut by up to 8%

International truck of the year is now better than ever as upgrades offer a host of improvements and additions
IVECO EUROCARGO

MODEL:  75 160 BOX VAN

VERDICT
Technology in the truck world is coming on in  

leaps and bounds and all the improvements to the 

Eurocargo – of which only a few are mentioned in this 

report – keep this vehicle at the forefront of the sector.

Information is collected and analysed remotely, and access 
to an intuitive portal allows the fleet manager to monitor a 
number of factors such as vehicle use and detailed manage-
ment of drivers and their driving style.

Our test model was the 7.5-tonne gvw box body mated to 
the 160hp powerplant. On a mixture of routes around Essex 
which included dual carriageways, city roads and country 
lanes, it proved an impressive performer, tackling some tight 
bends and narrow roads with aplomb. 

With a large horizontally-placed steering wheel and nicely 
balanced power steering, the truck was easy to manoeuvre, 
while engine noise was so suppressed that my passenger 
and I were able to talk in quiet tones while on the move and 
still make ourselves easily heard.

There are a fair number of standard fitments in the cab 
such as carefully-placed coffee cup holders, overhead 
storage lockers and coat hangers at the back, while the 
middle seat can be replaced by an optional office desk.

The auto gearbox is the default option on this truck, 
although a manual is available, and modes are selected via 
three buttons – drive, neutral and reverse. The transmission 
system doesn’t offer seamless changes, but after a few 
miles I soon got used to its slight rocking motion between 
cog swaps. 

With a half load on board, the 160hp did not feel sufficient 
at times and I’d recommend the higher-powered unit for 
heavy fleet use.

Both the driver and passenger seats are superbly solid and 
supportive, while on the safety front, the large side mirrors 
give an excellent view of what’s behind, but they do tend to 
obscure the driver’s view when pulling out of T junctions.

Xpxpxpxpxpxp

Payload 

4,400kg

Basic price

£36,495

First drives

SPEC
Price as tested (£ ex-VAT): 

£36,495 (+£2,525 tail-lift)

Gross vehicle weight (kg): 7,500

Engine capacity (cc): 4,500

Output (hp): 160

Torque (lb-ft): 501

Payload (kg): 4,400

Warranty: chassis 2yrs/unlimited,

body one year

KEY RIVAL
DAF LF150

Price: £40,100

Gross vehicle weight (kg): 7,500

Engine capacity (cc): 4,500

Output (hp): 152 

Torque (lb-ft): 428

Payload (kg): 4,431 

Warranty: One year whole vehicle, 

 year driveline

Eurocargo is available  
with 11,000 variants
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By Trevor Gehlcken

he big news this year as far as vans are concerned 
is the introduction of Euro 6 emissions standards 
on September 1. After that date, all LCVs regis-
tered must conform to the cleaner regulations 
which means, in a nutshell for fleet buyers, a 
price hike in exchange for cleaner air.

When Euro 6 was introduced for trucks in  
2013, there was a huge rush for Euro 5 models before the 
cut-off date. With van manufacturers bringing in Euro 6 
models already ahead of the September deadline, should 
fleets rush out and buy Euro 5 models or wait for cleaner 
versions? In the case of the van on test here, the Peugeot 
Partner in Euro 5 format, the Commercial Fleet online 
running cost calculator (which can be found at commercial-
fleet.org) came up with some rather interesting figures.

At present, the only Euro 6 engine available from Peugeot 
is the BlueHDi 100 version (more will follow soon) and on the 
face of it, this van looks a worthy contender, offering an offi-
cial combined fuel economy figure of 67.3mpg against our 
test van’s 56.5mpg. CO2 emissions are much better, too, at 
110g/km against our van’s 131g/km.

But a glance at the price lists shows that the Euro 6  
model costs an extra £2,322 (although payload is at 50kg vs 
the Euro 5’s 625kg), so at today’s fuel prices and over 80,000 
miles, the newer model will use only £1,113 worth of fuel less 
than the Euro 5 one, making our van a financial winner. 

Operators will also have to fill the AdBlue tank every so 
often on the Euro 6 model, thus skewing the figures even 
more in the Euro 5 model’s favour.

T

 NEED TO KNOW 
n Euro 5 van costs £2,322 less than Euro 6 counterpart

n Official combined fuel economy of 56.5mpg

n Standard equipment includes TomTom sat-nav

Cost argument stacks up in Euro 5 model’s favour ahead of September’s Euro 6 emissions deadline
PEUGEOT PARTNER

MODEL:  L1 1.6 75 EURO 5 PROFESSIONAL

VERDICT
Bearing in mind the figures above, I predict a rush for 

vans like this as the deadline for Euro 6 approaches. 

While everyone wants to help save the planet, sadly 

financial concerns must come first in the buying 

equation for many cash-strapped fleets.

So there is a clear choice here – save money or reduce 
emissions. Cost-conscious fleet operators may well choose 
the first option.

The Partner has been a favourite among fleet buyers  
since the mid-1990s and also makes an appearance as the 
Citroën Berlingo. 

In a couple of years’ time, this van will also be taken up by 
Vauxhall and turned into the Combo – the present Combo 
being a rebadged Fiat Doblo. 

Our test vehicle was the lowest-powered 75hp 1.6-litre 
diesel variant with a Professional badge on the back,  
which is aimed directly at fleets with equipment such as 
air-conditioning, reversing sensors, a touchscreen digital 
radio and audio system, and a TomTom sat-nav unit.

In the rear end, there’s a full-height mesh bulkhead, a 
payload of 625kg and a loadspace of 3.3 cu m. 

The Partner is also available in long wheelbase form for 
those needing extra cargo space, increasing the capacity to 
3.7 cu m.

Our test model also had full ply-lining in the back which 
costs around £200.

The Partner has been treated to various facelifts over  
the years to keep it fresh, the most recent being last  
summer when various modifications were introduced.

The result of all this is a very smart looking vehicle that 
offers a smooth driving experience, plenty of power even 
with the 75hp engine, comfortable and supportive seats and 
a quiet cabin even with a mesh bulkhead.

Payload 

625kg

Fuel economy 

56.5mpg

CO2 emissions 

131g/km

Basic price

£14,760

SPEC
Gross vehicle weight (kg): 1,935

Power (bhp/rpm): 75/4,000

Torque (lb-ft/rpm): 100/1,500

Load volume (cu m): 3.3

Payload (kg): 625

Comb fuel economy (mpg): 56.5

CO2 emissions (g/km): 131

Basic price (ex-VAT): £14,760

KEY RIVAL

Euro 5 Partner is a financial 
winner over the Euro 6 version

Ford Transit Connect L1 1.6

TDCi 75 Trend

Gross vehicle weight (kg): 2,005

Power (bhp/rpm): 75/3,500

Torque (lb-ft/rpm): 162/1,500

Load volume (cu m): 2.6

Payload (kg): 598

Comb fuel economy (mpg): 58.9

CO2 emissions (g/km): 124

Basic price (ex-VAT): £14,625
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TRANSPORT STATIONARY

SEAT COVERS

Like to advertise here?  Please call Ryan on 01733 366309  
or email: ryan.pummell@bauermedia.co.uk

LOCKS

EVENTSSECURITY

Security Solutions for valuables
in transit

• Roll Top Safes

• Slot Top Safes

• Coin Chute Safes

• Plain Lid Safes

• Replacement Key Service

• Available in many different sizes to

fit almost any vehicle

Full model list and prices

available on our website

www.checkmatesafes.co.uk

Tel: 01308 423871

Security Solutions for 
valuables in transit

•	Roll	Top	Safes

•	 Slot	Top	Safes

•	Coin	Chute	Safes

•	 Plain	Lid	Safes

•	Replacement	Key	Service

•	Available	in	many	different	sizes 
to	fit	almost	any	vehicle

Full	model	list	and	prices

available on ourwebsite

Protecting your  
asset and your 
residuals
Our custom-ft waterproof seat covers for 
commercial vehicles will help to reduce 
not only valeting costs but will also avoid 
seat replacement costs at end of lease or 
disposal meaning your assets and residuals 
are protected. Made in the UK, our vehicle-
specifc covers also means smart vans and 
happier drivers through improved ft and 
functionality. Trade prices available for readers 
of Commercial Fleet.

01691 778886
www.turtlecovers.co.uk
info@turtlecovers.co.uk

Tel: 01474 560077

www.locks4vans.co.uk  
Email: sales@locks4vans.co.uk

Unit C4 Imperial Business Estate West Mill, Gravesend, Kent DA11 0DL

• Thatcham Accredited

• National installation

• Vehicle Specifc Locks

• 60,000 lock in Service

• ISO  001 Quality Assured

Slamlocks

Deadlocks

Electronic Bolt

Defender Plates

Ultimate Lock

Shutterlock

Transport Stationery Services
Drivers daily check pads and preventative maintenance inspection sheets suitable for all types 
of goods vehicles, analogue and digital tachos and other products to keep you within the law

t: 02380 488566 f: 02380 276736

www.transportstationeryservices.com

Vehicle Inspection Pad

L.G.V.

Tel: 02380 488566 / Fax: 02380 276736

www.TransportStationeryServices.com

Daily Check Pad
L.G
.V.

Tel: 02380 488566 / Fax: 02380 276736

2 part and 3 part available
www.TransportStationeryServices.com

To book your place please contact Emma-Louise Kinnaird 

on 01733 395133 or emma-louise.kinnaird@bauermedia.co.uk
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By Trevor Gehlcken

he impact unexpected downtime can have on a 
fleet’s operations was brought home to me last 
month when I left my house one morning to 
discover my long-termer had a puncture in the 
front nearside tyre.

Now a puncture is not in itself very serious,  
but the consequences for a busy fleet vehicle  

can be significant.
As the incident happened on my driveway I wasn’t stranded 

in the middle of nowhere, but it took around an hour for me 
to change the wheel as I had to put on some old clothes, look 
in the handbook to find where the tyre-changing equipment 
was situated and then unhook the spare, which is fixed in a 
cradle under the body, making it awkward to get at.

Once the wheel was changed, it was off to the local  
Kwik Fit depot and while the staff quickly put on a replace-
ment, the morning had flown by before I was up and running 
again. This meant that I missed an appointment I was due 
to be at.

Luckily, we hardly ever get real breakdowns these days in 
our long-term test vehicles, but this incident highlights how 
important reliability is.

Mechanically, our Transit Courier has not missed a beat 
since we took delivery in September and it is rapidly gaining 
enormous respect.

So far we have mainly concerned ourselves with its driving 
dynamics and haven’t mentioned its load-carrying ability.

You might think that cargo areas of vans are all the same 
but, in fact, they differ greatly. For example, we had a Volk-
swagen Caddy on test recently and as it didn’t have a plastic 
non-slip floor, our half-load of cargo started sliding across 

 NEED TO KNOW 
■ Spare wheel fixed in a cradle under the body

■ Non-slip flooring in cargo area keeps loads secure

■ Half-height protections prevents reverse dings

Puncture highlights importance of keeping downtime to a minimumPuncture highlights importance of keeping downtime to a minimum
FORD TRANSIT COURIER

MODEL: TREND 1.5 TDCI

“The little 
touches  

make all the  
difference when 

a vehicle is 
being used for 

business day-in, 
day-out”

the back as soon as we set off. I ended up having to stop a 
mile down the road to strap it in with a ratchet tie.

Our Courier, on the other hand, does have a non-slip floor 
and a similar cargo stayed in place on its own over a journey 
of several hundred miles.

Then there’s the lighting. Most vans have underpowered 
illuminations – even the big panel vans – so that loading and 
unloading at night invariably involves putting things in the 
wrong place, tripping over half-hidden objects and generally 
being problematic in any number of other ways.

Our Courier, on the other hand, has a bright halogen  
light aboard so loading and unloading is easy, even on the 
darkest nights. 

It might sound like a minor point but little touches like this 
make all the difference when a vehicle is being used for 
business day-in, day-out.

Finally, the whole load area is swathed in either plastic  
or wooden half-height protection so that the Courier  
doesn’t have any chance of suffering one of those reverse 
‘dings’ where cargo slides about and causes a dent from  
the inside.

These dents are difficult to repair cost-effectively and can 
knock a few hundred pounds off the used value of a van, so 
the importance of protection like this can’t be emphasised 
too highly.

Long-term test

Payload 

663kg

Fuel economy 

68.9mpg

CO2 emissions 

108g/km 

Price as tested

£12,921

Gross vehicle weight (kg): 1,795

Power (bhp/rpm): 75/3,750

Torque (lb-ft/rpm): 140/1,750

Load volume (cu m): 2.3

Payload (kg): 663

Comb fuel economy (mpg): 68.9

Actual fuel economy (mpg): 60.4

CO2 emissions (g/km): 108

Basic price (ex-VAT): £12,921

Mileage to date: 6,766

SPEC

T

Our Transit Courier is rapidly 
gaining enormous respect

The load area is swathed in 
either plastic and wooden 
half-height protection
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Driving Business magazine
This quarterly magazine is sent to managing directors and finance directors at 
25,000 small to medium enterprises (SMEs) that are running fewer than 50 
vehicles. Focusing on the key elements of running cars and vans, Driving  
Business provides practical advice to reduce cost and improve safety with a 
minimum of time and effort.

Fleet News magazine
The leading business publication for the fleet sector, offering 
insight, analysis, best practice and in-depth profiles of fleets 
and suppliers every fortnight. But donÕt take our word for it: 
96% of readers say Fleet News is the most useful fleet 
publication (Fleet News reader survey). Every issue is packed 
with information that helps companies to run efficient and 
effective fleets Ð and our readership of 16,000 is restricted to 
named decision-makers, running fleets of 10-plus vehicles.

Commercial Fleet magazine
Commercial Fleet offers insight into the world of light commercial 
vehicles and trucks to provide operators with detailed analysis on 
key topics such as operations, safety, remarketing and the envi-
ronment. Case studies in every issue provide best practice advice 
to help you to improve your efficiency. The magazine is supported 
by the commercialfleet.org website and events.

W H A T  W E  D O  I N  Y O U R  I N D U S T R Y

Websites and newsletters
The Fleet News website is an extensive library of best practice advice, fleet 
case studies, news and tools. Compare car and van running costs, check how 
much tax employees will pay and find out which models use the least fuel 
with our easy-to-use tools. We also send Ignition, a monthly newsletter which 
contains car reviews and interviews not included with our print magazine.

 offers insight into the world of light commercial 
vehicles and trucks to provide operators with detailed analysis on 

to help you to improve your efficiency. The magazine is supported 



Bespoke publications
Magazines, supplements, brochures and digital products are produced for 

commercial partners. These bespoke publications inform fleets about compa-

nies and topics relevant to their business. They include manufacturer and 

supplier reports, in which Fleet News journalists interview key personnel to 

unearth the developments of interest to fleet operators.

Best practice guides
Special supplements that complement the magazine, our best practice guides 

look at areas that are core to fleet management or which are topical, such as 

electric vehicles. They provide you with the knowledge you need to make the 

right decisions. We also publish reports into the Fleet200, which analyse the 

UK’s biggest fleets, and the FN50 contract hire and leasing sector.

Fleet events
Fleet News events are the biggest and best in the sector. Our annual awards 

night attracts more than 1,500 people; the FN50 Dinner sees 950 leasing, 

manufacturer, rental and supplier companies networking; Congress and 

Commercial Fleet Summit provide insight into key areas of fleet operation; 

monthly roundtables enable 10-15 fleets to discuss issues and share solutions.

Van Fleet Insight

Brought to you by FleetNews

Business Services and Facilities Management
www.mbvans.co.uk/fn

How to run an 
effective fleet 

Advice to maximise on-road time and minimise costs

Reliability
Fit for purpose

Improve your  

business with the 

right van choice 

Fleet best practice profiles

Kwik Fit and  

Stannah share their 

tips for success 

Business Services and Facilities Management
www.mbvans.co.uk/fn

How to run an 
effective fleet 

Advice to maximise on-road time and minimise costs

Reliability

Fleet Leasing magazine
Fleet Leasing provides insight and analysis to board level executives, senior 

management and regional sales staff at contract hire and leasing companies. 

Its objective is to inform and educate about fleet trends, new models and 

technological developments, once a quarter, supported by a website regularly 

updated with the latest leasing news.
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Contact us

Commercial Fleet is published 12 times a year by Bauer 
Consumer Media Ltd, registered address 1 Lincoln 
Court, Lincoln Road, Peterborough, PE1 2RF. Registered 
number 01176085.
No part of the magazine may be reproduced in any form 
in whole or in part, without prior permission of the 
publisher. All material published remains the copyright 
of Bauer Consumer Media Ltd.
We reserve the right to edit letters, copy or images 
without further consent.  
The submission of material to Bauer Media whether 
unsolicited or requested, is taken as permission to 
publish in the magazine. Any fees paid in the UK include 
remuneration for any use in any other licensed editions.
Whilst every reasonable care is taken to ensure 
accuracy, the publisher is not responsible for any errors 
or omissions nor do we accept any liability for any loss 
or damage, howsoever caused, resulting from the use of 
the magazine.

ISSN 0953-8526.
Printing: Precision Colour Printing

Fleet News, Media House, Lynchwood, 
Peterborough PE2 6EA. 
Email – fleetnews@bauermedia.co.uk
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Inside the 
March issue

commercialfleet.org

Fleet profile
PJ Carey 

Manufacturer spotlight 
LDV

Supplier spotlight 
Structure Flex

Insight 
Running a rental fleet

Insight 
CV Show preview
Vehicle tests 

Renault Kangoo, Mitsubishi L200

LATEST INDUSTRY NEWS

The latest van and truck news from across the industry is 
posted each day – look out for our weekly Thursday newsletter.

CASE STUDIES AND INSIGHT

Discover how van and truck fleets have tackled cost, safety and 
environmental issues with our archive of profiles and insight.

VAN RUNNING COST CALCULATORS

Our interactive calculators let you compare vans on price,  
CO2 and running cost (fuel, SMR and residual values).

DIESEL COST CALCULATOR

Work out the difference an increase in economy could make to 
your fleet’s fuel cost – by individual vehicle or your entire fleet.

The only website that matters for van and truck fleet operators

Upcoming 
events
March 2

CIHT National Conference  

Managing transport in an uncertain 

world: the future for people, places 

and infrastructure

Park Plaza, Victoria, London

March 10

Fleet News Awards

Grosvenor House,  

Park Lane, London

April 26-28

Commercial Vehicle Show

NEC, Birmingham



19-20 October 2016
NEC, Birmingham

www.fleetmanagementlive.co.uk
Follow us on Twitter @FleetLive 

100%
SATISFACTION
All Fleet Management LIVE 2015 exhibitors

plan to rebook their stands for the 2016 event*. 

Join them and boost your business.

Find out how Fleet Management LIVE can help you win new business

Call Daren Davis on 01733 468638

* Of 43 respondents
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Our vehicle conversions are purpose-built to suit 

your individual needs and with a flexible build 

ethos we can manage even the most complex of 

requirements under one roof. 

We will handle your conversion from beginning 

to end. And our support doesn’t stop when the 

vans leave our workshop. With our fleet of service 

vehicles on the road, you are never far from help to 

get you back up and running.   

See our full racking range and re-styled 

welfare conversion in hall 5 at the CV Show 2016.

sales@cartwrightconversions.co.uk  
0161 928 0966

www.cartwrightconversions.co.uk

// Re-imagine your van 

 space as a functional, 

 safe place for your 

 workforce to do business.

A division of the Cartwright Group
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